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I. NTRODUCTION 

Intervenor/ Appellant ashington State Nurses Association 

("WSNA") is the statewide pr fessional association for Registered Nurses 

("RNs"). WSNA is the collecfve bargaining agent for nurses employed by 

40-plus hospitals in Washingto State, including the nurses employed by the 

Defendant and Appellant in thi matter, King County Public District No. 2 

d/b/a Evergreen Hospital Medi al Center ("Evergreen" or "Hospital").
1 

For 

the past 36 years, WSNA h s been the elected collective bargaining 

representative for the more than 1,000 RNs employed by Evergreen and they 

are currently parties to a colle tive bargaining agreement which sets forth 

working conditions for all RNs. 

In September 2010, W A sued Evergreen for its failure to provide 

rest periods as required by W shington state law. WSNA v. King County 

Public Health District No. 2, Case No. 10-2-32896-3 SEA (Judge 

Middaugh). CP 443, 446-451. After conducting discovery, WSNA settled 

its rest period lawsuit through ediation on February 11, 2012, securing a 

1 Evergreen Hospital has also appeal d the superior court orders at issue here in Case No. 
68550-3-1. 
2 As a labor union and professional sociation for more than 16,000 RNs in Washington 
State, WSNA's mission is to foster igh standards of nursing, promote the professional 
development of nurses, and adva ce nurses' economic and general welfare. See, 
Appendix ~2. "Due to the growing ody of evidence demonstrating that rest breaks are 
critical for nurses to maintain the ale ness and focus required to provide safe and quality 
patient care, ensuring that nurses rec ive full, uninterrupted rest and meal breaks has been 
a long-time top organizational priori for WSNA." I d. 
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commitment from Evergreen to adopt new work practices that would 

"assure" RNs received their r st periods. CP 426, 444, 452-460. In its 

settlement, WSNA expressly did not release any wage claims of any 

individual Evergreen RNs. 

Subsequently, WSNA i tervened in the instant lawsuit, which was 

brought by former Evergreen s Debra Pugh and Aaron Bowman, who 

alleged Evergreen had denied hem and other RNs rest periods and meal 

breaks. Debra Pugh et al. v. Evergreen, Case No. 10-2-33125-5 (Judge 

McCarthy) (herein "Pugh"). WSNA intervened after Pugh filed class 

certification and summary ju ment motions on August 8, 2011, which 

sought to invalidate the Febru 2011 settlement agreement WSNA had 

obtained in WSNA v. King Cou ty Public Health District No. 2, Case No. 10-

2-32896-3 SEA. CP 11-33. ugh also sought to invalidate the settlement 

agreements in which 1,157 individual RNs accepted back pay from 

Evergreen in exchange for a rel ase of claims for paid unpaid rest breaks. ld. 

at 20. 3 CP 427-428. The tria court granted Pugh's motions. CP 548-551; 

552-563. Both Evergreen an WSNA sought discretionary review of the 

superior court order in Pug , Case No. 10-2-3312505 SEA, and the 

3 The process through with the s released their rest break claims in exchange for a 
cash payment is described in Declar tion of Lorraine Hodgins in Support of Defendant's 
Response in Opposition To Motion or Class Certification, CP 43-50 at 44, ~ 4. . In his 
Order dated March 14, 2012, Jud e McCarthy recognized that WSNA's lawsuit was 
germane to its purpose. CP 558. 
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Commissioner granted review n August 1, 2012.4 The Commissioner, 

after reviewing briefing by all three parties, hearing oral arguments, and 

reviewing significant parts of e superior court record, concluded that at 

least four issues were appr priate for review by this Court. The 

Commissioner concluded that view was appropriate because: 

1. There is a question of whether the trial court, at the request of 
the individual pl intiffs, had authority to invalidate the 
privately negotiate settlement agreement between WSNA and 
Evergreen that rele sed only WSNA's claims and no individual 
claims. 

2. The trial court's ling that WSNA has no standing to seek 
injunctive relief a ears to be in conflict with International 
Assoc. of Firejight s v. Spokane Airports, 146 Wn.2d 207, 45 
p .3d 186 (2002). 

3. In light of undisput d evidence of significant differences in the 
number/frequency of missed breaks between hospital 
departments and in ividual nurses within the departments, the 
trial court's ruling hat plaintiffs' claims raise common issues 
of law and fact suit ble for class certification may not meet the 
requirements of !-Mart Stores. Inc. v. Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 
2541 (2011) and da v. State, 111 Wn. App. 79, 44 P.3d 8 
(2002). 

4. Inconsistency betw en the trial court's determination that there 
is sufficient comm nality to warrant class certification and the 
court's determinati n that WSNA does not have associational 
standing because amages are not easily ascertainable due to 
the variation in mis ed breaks. 

See Ct. App. Commissioner's ecision dated 811112. 

4 Pugh brought a motion for reconsi eration on August 23, 2012, of the Commissioner's 
Order accepting review which, to th Appellant's knowledge, has not been acted upon. 
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II. 

Plaintiffs' Motion for Class ertification, entered March 14, 2012, CP 

548-551; and (2) Order grant' g Plaintiffs' motion for partial summary 

judgment, entered March 14, 2 12, CP 552-563. 

A. 

1. erred when it invalidated the 

2. 

settl ent between WSNA and Evergreen on the 
basis that WSNA did not have standing to bring a 
wag and hour lawsuit against Evergreen for 
deni d rest periods; 

when it invalidated the 
entered between WSNA and 

Ever een on the basis that the settlement was not 
judi ·ally approved pursuant to Superior Court 
Civi Rule ("CR") 23(e); and 

3. 1,157 
indi idual settlement agreements between RN s 
emp oyed by Evergreen because there is no basis 
m ashington law for such invalidation. 

B. Issues Related t Assignments of Error: 

1. her a trial court has authority to invalidate 
a p ivately negotiated settlement agreement 
reac edina separate settled and dismissed civil 
case where the settlement agreement was not 
bind ng on any union members who were actual 
or p tential plaintiffs before the court; 

2. er a trial court may invalidate an employer-
unio settlement agreement which could have 
bee reached in the absence of litigation based on 
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an al eged lack of union standing in the earlier 
litiga ion; 

3. Whe er labor unions have associational standing 
to b · ng a wage and hour lawsuit against 
empl yers for denied rest periods where, as here, 
the sought both injunctive relief and/or 

4. Whe er the trial court correctly concluded labor 
unio s lack standing to seek injunctive relief on 
beha f of their members; 

5. Whe er the trial court properly applied the 
asso iational standards of Firefighters based on 
spec lation regarding the proof which might have 
been offered in an earlier dismissed case; 

6. Whe er the trial court properly retroactively 
appr ed the class action judicial approval 
prov sion of Superior Court Civil Rule ("CR") 
23(e to invalidate a union-employer settlement 
agre ment which bound only the union, not its 
me bers; and 

7. er a trial court may properly invalidate 
1,15 individual settlement agreements between 
RN s employed by Evergreen. 

III. STA EMENT OF THE CASE 

For the past decade, s nursing shifts have become longer and 

nursing work more technical, the Washington State Nurses Association 

("WSNA" or "Union") has m e the preservation of basic labor conditions 

for nurses an organizational riority. Appendix, ~ 2, Ex. 1. Nursing 
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requires the execution of pra ical and scientific skills with accuracy -

even in times of great stress in addition to the emotional intelligence 

needed to care for patients d their families during difficult times. 

Simple errors tolerable in othe professions can and do lead to death and 

injury in hospitals. Nurses ar expected to be vigilant while on duty to 

avoid any medical errors or h that could be caused from carelessness. 

See RCW 18.130.160 and WA 246-840-710 ("Violations of standards of 

nursing conduct"). 

Moreover, many Was ington hospitals, including the Defendant

Appelant in this matter, Ever reen Hospital, now employ RNs on a 13-

hour shift basis (with 12 hour of paid work time and an hour of unpaid 

time) in order to more af rdably operate 24-hour facilities. See 

declarations of RNs at CP 4 7, 482, 500, 504, 507. The longer shifts 

increase the importance of per· die rest breaks. This is especially so when 

considering that the average ge of a Washington RN is now 48.8 years 

and the nursing profession co tinues to be one with the highest "burnout" 

rate. See factsheet University of Washington at 

http:/ /depts. washington.edu/u hrc/uploads/RN _Snapshot_ 2011. pdf. 

In 2007, WSNA broug t its first state lawsuit against a hospital for 

the failure to relieve RN s fro patient care duties for state-mandated rest 
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periods.5 The primary goal of hat lawsuit, and WSNA's four subsequent 

lawsuits filed in 2010 (inclu ing the one at issue here),
6 

was to force 

hospitals to employ adequate ursing staff to ensure that nurses are fully 

relieved from their duties duri g state-mandated rest periods. 

The suits are all base on Washington's Industrial Welfare Act 

("IWA"), which requires Wa hington employers to provide at least ten 

minutes of paid resting time or every four hours of work. Wingert v. 

Yellow Freight, 146 Wn.2d 84 (2002) 50 P.3d 256 (2002); WAC 296-126-

092( 4). Despite the state m date, many of the hospitals represented by 

WSNA continue to use a "cat has catch can" break system, if any system 

exists at all. CP 468, 472-474, 479, 483, 486, 490, 493. Under this ad hoc 

method, it is the RN's respon ibility to find the coverage for patient care 

during the rest period, not the ospital's responsibility to provide the relief 

from duty. ld. This means th for an RN to take a break, another RN with 

sufficient capacity to care fo the breaking RN' s patients must be found. 

This practice results in RNs being forced to ask other nurses to double 

their patient loads in order to get a break or to skip the rest break to avoid 

burdening a fellow RN with unmanageable patient load. Id. 

5Wash. State Nurses Ass'n v. Sacr d Heart Med. Ctr, 163 Wn. App. 272 (2011), review 
accepted, 173 Wn.2d. 1010 (20 12). 
6 WSNA v. Providence Holy Famil Hospital, Spokane County Superior Court Case No. 
10-2-04257-6; and WSNA v. Mult are Health System d/b/a Good Samaritan Hospital 
and WSNA v. MultiCare Health S stem d/b/a Tacoma General Hospital, Pierce County 
Superior Court Consolidated Case o. 10-2-10146-8. 
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In 2010 and earlier, E ergreen did not maintain a hospital-wide 

system for providing rest peri ds or even recording denied rest periods. 

sate RNs for denied rest periods. CP 266-

268. This failure resulted in requent missed rest breaks. WSNA sued 

Evergreen on September 15, 2 10, to enforce the state requirement that it 

provide rest periods to its s, and sought injunctive relief to require 

Evergreen to provide rest per· ds. CP 426, 443, 447-451. At the same 

time that WSNA brought its wsuit against Evergreen, Debra Pugh and 

Aaron Bowman, two former s of Evergreen, brought a putative class 

action against Evergreen for denied meal and rest periods (WSNA's 

lawsuit sought relief for deni d rest periods, not meal periods, because 

Evergreen maintains a system o provide meal periods and pays for denied 

meal breaks). CP 1-10. 

Evergreen and WSN participated in a settlement mediated by 

Professor Cheryl Beckett of Gonzaga University School of Law on 

January 31, 2011. CP 426, 44 . The day long shuttle mediation resulted in 

a written settlement agreem nt (herein "WSNA-Evergreen settlement 

agreement"), in which WSN released its right to sue Evergreen in its 

associational capacity for inj nctive relief or damages related to denied 

rest periods on behalf of its urse members at Evergreen. CP 426, 444, 

452-460 WSNA expressly di not release any of the wage claims of the 
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approximately 1,253 RNs it s ught to represent in its lawsuit. CP 453-

460. Instead, in exchange for releasing its own ability to sue Evergreen 

and as part of its Settlement A reement with Evergreen, WSNA obtained 

promises from Evergreen to si nificantly improve working conditions for 

its nurses, to offer back pay t RNs for past denied rest periods, and to 

reimburse its attorneys' fees. 7 d. at 453-455. 

Evergreen agreed to im lement new procedures for all departments 

that would "assure" nurses rec ived a IS-minute rest period for each four 

hours of work and begin to k p records of any denied rest periods. !d. 

The parties agreed that the g al of the settlement was to enable every 

nurse to take rest periods, ex ept in very limited emergent or unusual 

circumstances. !d. Evergreen agreed to pay the RN denied a rest period 

15 minutes of pay at that nurs 's contract overtime rate of pay, regardless 

if the RN had worked 40 hour in that week. !d. It also agreed to provide 

WSNA with data on an ongoi g basis so that the Union could ensure that 

denied rest breaks occurred n only rare circumstances and that each 

department was adequately pro iding relief for the nurses. !d. 

The working conditio s Evergreen agreed to provide were m 

excess of those required by s ate law. 8 In its agreement with WSNA, 

7 These were $58,000 in costs and att mey time. 
8 Washington state law prohibits an employer and union from agreeing to labor 
conditions less than those provided r by statute, but they are free to agree to enhanced 
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Evergreen agreed to compen te all denied rest breaks at the contract 

overtime rate for 15 minutes regardless of whether those denied rest 

breaks resulted in statutory ov rtime. CP 454. Evergreen also agreed to 

re-train any managers who att mpted to discourage a nurse from taking a 

rest break or from recording a denied rest break.9 CP 455. Evergreen's 

response to WSNA's lawsuit was to acknowledge a problem, and then 

work to correct it. The partie continued to work together to address the 

challenges of providing requi d rest periods in a hospital setting where 

emergent patient needs are co 

In addition, WSNA a reed Evergreen could make an offer of 

WSNA had sought to represent in its 

association capacity (the 1,2 3 RNs employed by the Hospital from 

October 2007 to date of the se lement). CP 455-456. The parties agreed 

that Evergreen would offer at least $317,000, which was to be split on a 

standards, as Evergreen and WSNA did here. See Wingert, 146 Wn 2d 841, 852 ("So 
long as the provisions of chapter 4 .12 RCW [the Industrial Welfare Act] operate as a 
base, the parties may contract throu collective bargaining for any terms that enhance or 
exceed those minimum standards."). In Wash. State Nurses Ass 'n v. Sacred Heart Med. 
Ctr, 163 Wn. App. 272 (2011), review accepted, 173 Wn.2d. 1010 (2012), the 
Washington Supreme Court accept review of the question of "Whether an employee 
denied a 10-minute break period re uired by WAC 296-126-092(4) during the first 40 
hours of the employee's work week s entitled to overtime pay for the missed break under 
the Washington Minimum Wage Ac "because of a conflicting Court of Appeals decision 
in Pellino v. Brinks, Inc., Wn App. 6 8 (2011). 
9 The issue of overtime is signific nt for all hospitals: overtime is discouraged, and 
nurses can be disciplined for work· unauthorized overtime. Thus, it was essential that 
nurses not face discipline for missin a rest period (when in fact it is the Hospital that has 
failed when a RN is unable to take a rest period) for Evergreen's new break system to 
succeed. CP 454-455. 
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prorata hours worked basis r each RN. !d. Then, the RN s were 

informed that if they accep d their share of the settlement (which 

averaged about $270, with a h gh of $730 and a low of $10 based on the 

number of hours worked) that they would release their claims. Or, they 

could refuse the money and pr ss their claims for more money in the Pugh 

lawsuit. CP 54-55, 77. 

In March 2011, Everg een offered the 1,253 RNs back pay for 

denied rest periods in ex chang for a release of their individual claims for 

rest breaks. CP 175-178, 520 523 44 WSNA sent its members letters, 

held meetings, and answere questions one-on-one with RN s about 

WSNA's settlement and Ever reen's offers. CP 54-56, 75, 77, 81-82, 84. 

Both WSNA and Evergreen to d the RNs they would give up their right to 

sue Evergreen if they accepte the offer. !d., CP 175-176. At the same 

time, attorneys for the putative class disparaged WSNA and urged the RNs 

to reject the check claiming i was part of a "sweetheart" deal between 

Evergreen and WSNA. The c ass attorneys suggested that the RNs could 

get more money by participaf gin their class action. CP 79; 44-45, 49-

50. However, more than 92 p rcent ofthe RNs accepted Evergreen's offer 

to pay for their release of cla"ms. CP 520-523. Approximately a dozen 

RNs offered declarations in s pport of the WSNA-Evergreen settlement; 

in their view, the settlemen was fair, and, most importantly, would 

11 



immediately begin to addr ss the denied rest break problem at 

Evergreen. 1° CP 461-5 09. 

In the absence of an ac urate recordkeeping system at Evergreen, 

ascertaining damages with per£ ct accuracy is not possible. 11 CP 525-526. 

By offering a prorated share o the settlement to RNs, each RN could-

10 Susan Hanser, an RN in the Med/S rg unit, said "I think that the settlement agreement 
between WSNA and Evergreen in th' case is fair and that WSNA has fairly represented 
me and my coworkers. I am surpri ed at how quickly WSNA was able to settle this 
issue." CP 479, ~ 10. Darla Miho ilich, an RN in the PACU, said "I think that this 
settlement is as fair as it can be give the situation." CP 464, ~ 13. John Sincock, an RN 
in the OSNO department, said "I thin that the settlement agreement between WSNA and 
Evergreen in this case is fair, and I m pleased with it overall." CP 475, ~ 17. Karen 
Aziz Ketner, an RN in the CPC, s 'd "I think that the settlement agreement between 
WSNA and Evergreen in this case is reasonable and fair. WSNA was very objective in 
their representation of our bargainin unit." CP 497, ~ 11. Linda Alford, an RN in the 
PCU, said "I think that the settleme t agreement between WSNA and Evergreen in this 
case is good, and that the changes th s settlement will make at Evergreen will help staff 
morale." CP 501, ~ 9. Gerrianne Nic oils, an RN in the Oncology unit, said "I think that 
the settlement agreement between SNA and Evergreen in this case is absolutely fair. 
Recently, everything WSNA has do e for the RNs is positive. They do a good job of 
representing the bargaining unit. I s surprised how fast WSNA was able to settle this 
issue." CP 486, ~ 10. Christen Bing man, an RN in the PCU, said "I was surprised and 
glad when I heard about the settlem nt agreement between WSNA and Evergreen. The 
settlement sounds fair to me. W NA does a good job representing me and my 
coworkers. I am impressed with ho quickly WSNA was able to reach a settlement." 
CP 468, ~ 10. Erica Hall, an RN in he Oncology Unit, said "I think that the settlement 
agreement between WSNA and Eve green in this case sounds fair. WSNA has done a 
good job representing me and the ba gaining unit." CP 493, ~ 10. Sue Dunlap, a Home 
Health Services RN, said "I think t at the settlement agreement between WSNA and 
Evergreen in this case sounds wonde ful. I am happy with the way WSNA represents me 
and my coworkers. I am ecstatic wit the time frame in which WSNA was able to settle 
this issue. This is a real win for RN ." CP 490, ~ 8. Audrey Clark, an RN in the Family 
Maternity Center, said, "I think th t the settlement agreement between WSNA and 
Evergreen in this case is great, and that it is fair for all parties." CP 505, ~ 9. Linda 
Morrill Sterritt, an RN in the Em erg ncy Room, said "I support this settlement... I think 
that the settlement between WSNA a d Evergreen in this case is fair." CP 508, ~~ 12-13. 
Cynthia Collette, an RN in Maternal Fetal Medicine, said "I think the settlement is fair." 
CP 483, ~ 10. 
11 Perfectly accurate payroll records e not required for workers to recover unpaid wages 
in off-the-clock cases. An employ r's failure to keep records obviously cannot excuse 
wage violations and, in such cases, t e courts require the employer to rebut any credible 
evidence put forward by the worker seeking payment for wrongly denied wages. See 
Anderson eta/. v. Mt. Clemens Patte Co., 328 U.S. 680, 66 S.Ct. 1187 (1946). 
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considering his or her own orking history - determine if the amount 

offered adequately compensat d them for their past denied rest periods, 

particularly given the risks an length of continuing litigation. There was 

no requirement for the RNs to ccept the back pay Evergreen offered. CP 

5252-523. All currently empl yed nurses would benefit from the new rest 

break procedures Evergreen a opted as part of the settlement, regardless 

of who accepted the check. he settlement agreement expressly stated 

that no adverse action woul be taken against RN s who declined the 

settlement, and Evergreen of red an additional assurance in its letters. 

CP 176. 

Because the trial court committed obvious error by wrongfully 

invalidating a lawful private ettlement between WSNA and Evergreen 

and the settlements between vergreen and 1,157 of its RN employees, 

this Court should reverse th trial court's decision to invalidate these 

private agreements. 

I ARGUMENT 

A. THE TRIAL CO RT LACKED AUTHORITY TO 
INVALIDATE T E PRIVATELY NEGOTIATED 
SETTLEMENT AG EMENT BETWEEN WSNA AND 
EVERGREEN AS T AT AGREEMENT RELEASED ONLY 
WSNA'S CLAIMS A D NO INDIVIDUAL CLAIMS. 

1. The Trial Court's Invalidation Of A Settlement Agreement 
Reached In A Sep rate Case Is Unprecedented, Will Inhibit 
Settlements, An Is Contrary To Well Established 

13 



Washington La 
Settlements. 

and Policy Encouraging Private 

It is undisputed that ) the trial court explicitly invalidated a 

settlement reached in an entire y separate civil case; and b) the invalidated 

settlement was binding on WS A and Evergreen, not the individual RNs 

who were potential class mem ers in Pugh. The Commissioner correctly 

framed the first issue for revi w by this Court as follows: "Whether the 

trial court, at the request of the intervenor individual plaintiffs [Pugh], had 

authority to invalidate the rivately negotiated settlement agreement 

between WSNA and Evergree that released only WSNA's claims and no 

individual claims." Ct App. ommissioner's decision dated 8/1112, p. 2. 

The trial court invalidated th WSNA-Evergreen settlement based on a 

sweeping and erroneous legal conclusion about unions' standing to sue 

employers in Washington stat and the application Superior Court Civil 

Rule ("CR") 23. CP 557-563. 1 

As far as undersigned ounsel can determine, it is unprecedented 

for a trial court to invalidate a settlement reached in a case not before it. 

Should such collateral attack against settlement of dismissed cases be 

countenanced, it will (among other things) deter parties from reaching 

12 Prior to inviting the trial court to collaterally nullify WSNA's standing in the settled 
other lawsuit, Pugh had made the precise arguments to Judge Middaugh, the judge 
assigned to WSNA v. Evergreen, Cas No. 10-2-32896-SEA, and been rejected. When its 
collateral attack bore more fruit in nt of Judge McCarthy, Pugh dropped its appeal in 
this court of Judge Middaugh's super or court rulings. 
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settlements in civil cases. Th express public policy of this state is to 

encourage settlement of law its, not thwart them. City of Seattle v. 

Blume, 134 Wn.2d 243, 258 ( 997); State v. Noah, 103 Wn. App. 29, 50 

(2000); KARL B. TEGLAND, 1 WASH. PRACTICE § 53.1 (2d ed. 2009). 

Where, as here, the settleme t was not even binding on any potential 

plaintiffs in the second case, this problem is magnified and threatens 

Washington's public policy of ncouraging private settlement. 

As a threshold matter, and apart from the substantial legal errors 

outlined below, this Court ou ht to conclude that as a matter of law, the 

trial court exceeded its auth rity by invalidating a private settlement 

agreement in dismissed litig ion which was not binding on the same 

parties appearing before the t ial court. Pugh's claim that the trial court 

did not invalidate the agreem nt, but merely ruled on a defense, ignores 

the trial court's explicit ruli g invalidating the settlement agreement, 

which the judge found to be a ecessary perquisite to his decision. CP 562 

(Judge McCarthy held that "the invalidity of the settlement due to 

WSNA's lack of standing fundamentally undermines [Evergreen's] 

argument ... The settlement co ld not have been possible without WSNA's 

claiming associational standin , which the court has found to be invalid"). 

2. The Settlement A reement Between WSNA And Evergreen 
Is Valid, Regar less of WSNA's Standing To Sue 
Evergreen. 
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When the trial court n the Pugh et al. v. Evergreen lawsuit 

invalidated the WSNA-Evergr en agreement, it turned upside down core 

principles of contract law, dep "ving Evergreen and WSNA of the benefit 

of their bargain reached on Fe ruary 10, 2011. Under Washington law, a 

release of claims "is a contrac whereby one party pays consideration to 

another in exchange for the la er's agreement never to bring a civil action 

against the former on the clai s at issue." In re Disciplinary Proceeding 

Against Kronenberg, 155 Wn. d 184, 192 (2005); see also Reynolds v. 

Day, 93 Wash. 395, 398 (1916 ("[r]eleases ofthis kind are like any other 

writing, and are not to be lightl overcome"), and Bunting v. State, 87 Wn. 

App. 64 7, 653 (1997) ("a relea e is a contract"). 

The WSNA-Evergree settlement extinguished only WSNA's 

ability to sue Evergreen. It ex res sly did not release the right of individual 

RNs to press their own claim . The private settlement between WSNA 

and Evergreen did not prejudi the rights of any nurses because each was 

free to reject the tendered hac pay sue for back pay in which each would 

have been absent the WSNA s ttlement. 

While it is true that W NA and Evergreen reached this agreement 

five months after WSNA h d brought a lawsuit in its associational 

capacity seeking back pay and injunctive relief for denied rest periods, it is 

equally true that WSNA and vergreen were (and are) free at any time to 
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enter into a contract in which SNA releases any potential legal claims it 

has against Evergreen in exch ge for improved working conditions for its 

members. In other words, th lawsuit was not a legal prerequisite to the 

settlement that the parties eached. 13 Thus standing cannot be a 

prerequisite that WSNA must prove before it may enter into a settlement 

and voluntarily dismiss its o lawsuit in which it released only its own 

right to sue. 14 

3. Assuming, Arguen o, That WSNA's Standing To Sue In An 
Earlier Voluntari y Dismissed Lawsuit Was A Basis To 
Invalidate the SNA-Evergreen Settlement, The Trial 
Court Erred W en It Found WSNA Did Not Have 
Standing. 

The trial court rejecti n of WSNA's standing to seek damages 

misinterprets the state supre e court's Firefighters v. Spokane Airports 

decision. Pugh argues th t the trial court correctly determined that 

the seminal Washington state ase regarding a union's standing to sue for 

damages on behalf of its members, International Association of 

Firefighters v. Spokane Airp rts, 146 Wn.2d 207, 45 P.3d 186 (2002) 

(herein "Firefighters"), "stan s for the position that a union may only 

represent its members on a cl im for injunctive relief, not damages." CP 

14 This Court need not reach the que tion of whether a union must have standing before it 
can release the rights of its member to sue their employer, because no such agreement 
was made in this case. WSNA rele sed its rights. The 1,157 nurses then released their 
individual rights to sue. 
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558. This is a clear misstate ent of law. While Firefighters recognized 

that "federal courts have not a corded standing to an association to seek 

monetary damages on behalf o its members if it has not alleged an injury 

to itself or received an assig ent of its members' damage claim," it 

expressly rejected the federal ourts' limitation on association standing. 

146 Wn. 2d at 214-216. The irejighters Court found that adopting the 

federal rule of association st ding in Washington courts "would likely 

burden individual members of he employee association economically and 

would almost certainly burde our courts with an increased number of 

lawsuits arising out of identic 1 facts." !d. at 216. Therefore, the Court 

held, "we see little sense in an ironclad rule that has the effect of denying 

relief to members of an ass ciation based upon an overly technical 

application of the standing rul s." !d. The Court also recognized that the 

federal court's circumscriptio of an association's standing to sue for 

damages was prudential in na ure, rather than a constitutional limitation, 

and determined that Washingt n courts would recognize the standing of 

associations to obtain money damages for their members. !d. at 215. 

There has never been any disp te that a union can sue for injunctive relief 

on behalf of its members (in either federal or state court). Rather, the 

issue is whether an associatio or union can seek damages on behalf of 

their members without an ass gnment of wages, and in Washington the 
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answer is yes if "the amount of monetary damages sought on behalf of 

those members is certain, easi y ascertainable, and within the knowledge 

ofthe defendant." !d. at 215- 6. 

Noting that Evergreen failed to keep adequate records related to 

rest periods, the trial court co eluded that WSNA's previously settled and 

voluntarily dismissed lawsuit ould have "require[ d] the participation of 

at least some of the registered nurses who worked at Evergreen hospital" 

to prove damages. CP 557-5 9. This was pure hypothesis on the part of 

the trial court. It had no idea h w WSNA would have presented its case or 

proved damages at trial in a ifferent, now dismissed, lawsuit before a 

different judge. The trial co ignored the myriad types of evidence that 

Washington courts have accep ed to prove damages in off-the-clock cases. 

See, e.g., Pellino v. Brink's Inc, 164 Wn. App. 668 (2011) (in class action, 

trial court relied on extrapol tions from partial records by an expert, 

written documents and co unications created or maintained by the 

employer's agents, testimony from current and former managers of the 

employer, reasonable inferenc s from the absence of records as well as a 

representative sampling of em loyee testimony to determine damages). In 

this case, on these facts, the t ial court erred when it invalided WSNA's 

standing to pursue a different lawsuit it voluntarily dismissed. It did so 

because it had a fundament 1 misunderstanding of Firefighters which 
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recognized much broader stan ing rights for associations in Washington 

state. This broad view of st ding rights for unions in wage and hour 

actions is consistent with W shington's status as "pioneer in assuring 

payment of wages due an e loyee." Champagne v. Thurston County, 

173 Wn.2d 69, 178 P. 3d 936 (2008) (citing Int'l Ass'n of Fire Fighters, 

Local 46 v. City of Everett, 14 Wn.2d 29, 35, 42 P.3d 1265 (2002)); see 

also Drinkwitz v. Alliant Techs stems, Inc., 140 Wn.2d 291, 300, 996 P.2d 

582 (2000). 15 

In any case, even if the trial court's speculation regarding how the 

WSNA v. Evergreen lawsuit w uld have proceeded were true - and an RN 

would have "participated" in SNA's lawsuit had it continued to trial -

the trial court's holding that such participation would void WSNA's 

standing is incorrect. As the ·refighters Court explained, labor unions in 

Washington may sue for dama es on behalf of their members: 

An association has st ding to bring suit on behalf of its 
members when the fol owing criteria are satisfied: (1) the 
members of the or anization would otherwise have 
standing to sue in their own right; (2) the interests that the 
organization seeks to rotect are germane to its purpose; 

15 Contrary to Plaintiff's argument, SNA vigorously argued the issue of standing to the 
trial court. At oral argument, WSN cited Firefighters v. Spokane Airports, 146 Wn.2d 
207,45 P.3d 186 (2002), Teamsters 17 v. Dept. ofCorrections, 145 Wn. App. 507, 514 
(2008), and Anderson v. Mt. Clemon Pottery Co., 328 U.S. 680, 66 S.Ct. 1187 (1946), in 
support of its position that, while i elevant to the validity of its settlement agreement, 
WSNA did have associational stan ing to bring suit against Evergreen for rest break 
violations. Verbatim Report ofProc edings at 23:10-24:25,25:10-25:25. 
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and (3) neither claim a serted nor relief requested requires 
the participation of the rganization's individual members. 

ld at 213-214. 

Standing is not preclud d because individual association members 

may be called as witnesses. Te msters Local Union No. 117 v. State, Dept. 

of Corrections, 145 Wn. App. 507, 514 (2008). The association seeking 

standing in the Teamsters ca e was a labor union seeking to recover 

unpaid wages for its members The defendant/employer argued that the 

union lacked standing becaus it could not make out its case without 

relying on evidence from i members. The Teamsters court 

rejected the employer's argum 

[The employer]. .. argue that standing is precluded because 
the individual union embers will need to be called as 
witnesses on the issue f liability. The [employer] confuses 
participation as a witn ss with participation as necessary 
parties to ascertain ages. The employees are not 
necessary parties, neit er are they indispensable parties. 
Here, the calculation of damages does not require 
individual determinatio and the liability issues, though of 
a factual nature, are c mmon to all. We refuse to adopt 
[the employer's] positi n that participation of an individual 
member as a witness brogates the Union's standing to 
prosecute the employee ' wage claims. 

ld at 507. 

Here, the trial court als confused union members' participation in 

a lawsuit as possible witnes s as cause for loss of standing. Under 

Firefighters, supra, 146 Wn 2d at 215-216, in order to qualify for 
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associational standing, a claim for damages on behalf of an association's 

membership must be for an ount "certain, easily ascertainable, and 

within the knowledge of the efendant." This rule "permit[s] a single 

plaintiff [e.g., an association] o adequately represent the interest of its 

many members in a single 1 suit thus avoiding repetitive and costly 

independent actions." Teamste , supra, 145 Wn. App. at 512. 

Had WSNA pursued it lawsuit, damages would no doubt need to 

be proven. As Pellino, supra, 64 Wn. App. at 668, recognized, there are 

a number of ways to do so. There is no evidence in this record that 

reliance on each injured memb r was necessary for damages. Thus it was 

wrong for the trial court to ass me that the standing requirements had not 

been satisfied, even if they wer required to be satisfied. 
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B. IN ANY EVENT, WS A SOUGHT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
FOR WHICH STAN lNG IS ESTABLISHED WITHOUT 
REGARD TO THE REFIGHTER DECISION. 

The trial court's holdin that "Washington law is clear that a union 

may only represent its memb rship on a claim for damages and not for 

injunctive relief' is incorrect. CP 558. The Firefighters limitations apply 

only when a union is see ing money damages for its members. 

Firefighters, supra, 146 Wn.2 207, (A union may sue for an injunction in 

Washington state); see, e.g., shington Fed'n of State Employees v. Joint 

Ctr. for Higher Educ., 86 W . App. 1, 4, 933 P.2d 1080, 1081 (1997) 

(holding the union had repre entational standing to seek injunction and 

noting that Washington "Su reme Court has criticized 'unrealistically 

strict' considerations of standi g" and "Washington is increasingly taking 

a broader, less restrictive view [of standing]"). 

Here, WSNA sought injunctive relief m its action against 

Evergreen Hospital. In its co plaint, WSNA alleged that Evergreen had 

failed to provide or pay for de ied rest periods, including a failure to keep 

adequate records of missed re t periods. CP 449-450. The only remedy 
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for such a record-keeping fail re under Washington law is to keep the 

records, i.e., an injunction, and SNA sought all appropriate relief. 16 

Indeed, going-forward relief was a primary component of the 

settlement between WSNA an Evergreen. In the settlement agreement, 

Evergreen agreed to impleme new procedures in each unit to "assure" 

that nurses receive their rest br aks. CP 453. In the event that a nurse is 

unable to take a rest break o the rest break is interrupted, Evergreen 

implemented a simple and ea y process for the nurse to record the rest 

break on its electronic timeke ing system (as Evergreen already did for 

missed meal breaks). CP 453- 54. 

Hence, assuming argu ndo that WSNA lacked standing in its 

action against Evergreen for damages, it had standing to pursue an 

injunction. 

There Was No Legal B is For The Trial Court To Invalidate The 

WSNA-Evergreen Settlement y Applying Superior Court Civil Rule 

("CR") 23(e). Because the set lement agreement between WSNA and 

Evergreen did not release any laims but WSNA's own claims, the 

concerns under-girding the C 23( e) settlement notice do not apply 

16 WSNA and Evergreen explained SNA's suit to the trial court this way: "It is a suit 
for monetary damages for failure t pay for hours worked resulting from missed rest 
breaks and an order directing the de ndant, King County Public Hospital District No. 2 
d/b/a Evergreen Hospital Medical enter ("Evergreen") to comply with the record 
keeping requirements of RCW 49.4 .070." Jt. Mtn. to Approve Settlement, 2118/11, 
KCSC Case No. 10-2-32896-SEA. 
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here. 17 WSNA dismissed its 1 wsuit pursuant to CR 41(a)(l), which 

permits voluntary dismissal," s]ubject to the provisions of rules 23(e) 

and 23 .1 ... " CR 23( e) provid s: "A class action shall not be dismissed or 

compromised without the app oval of the court, and notice of the 

proposed dismissal or com pro ise shall be given to all members of the 

class in such manner as the c rt directs." CR 41(a)(l) recognizes a duty 

to protect absent class membe s in voluntary dismissals. 

The reasons for this co cern are obvious. It would not be fair for 

named representatives of a p tative class to compromise or release the 

claims of the absent class embers, possibly to the sole benefit of 

themselves and their attorneys without any assurance as to the fairness of 

the settlement. CR 23(e) act to protect absent class members from this 

abuse. See e.g. Jones v. Hom Care of Washington, Inc., 152 Wn. App. 

674, 682-84 (2009) (holding t at suits filed as class actions are subject to 

class treatment for purposes o settlement). 

None of those concern are present here. First, as Evergreen points 

out, WSNA did not bring a lass action; therefore, CR 23(e) does not 

apply based on its own terms. 8 Second, there is no reason in this case to 

17 As WSNA argued before the trial ourt, the settlement did not release any individual 
rights of the nurses like in a class act on settlement. Verbatim Report at 21:25-23:9. 
18 As recognized by the United State Supreme Court, there is a great difference between 
suits by associations on behalf ofth ir members and class actions. "While a class action 
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transplant the important protec ions of CR 23(e) here. This is because the 

WSNA-Evergreen settlement id not release any claims of putative class 

members. Instead, the WSN -Evergreen settlement involved only a 

release of WSNA's claim in change for improved working conditions, 

and permitted Evergreen to ake individual offers of settlement to its 

RNs. The Settlement Agreem nt left it to individual nurses themselves to 

decide if they wanted to rele se their claims in exchange for the sums 

offered by Evergreen. The v st majority of them decided that what was 

offered was fair compensation or the past denied rest breaks, and released 

their own claims. CP 428. N court approval was needed for WSNA to 

enter into a contract with Ever reen, and no court approval was necessary 

for the RNs to enter into indivi ual contracts with Evergreen. 

Finally, even if court a proval was necessary, that does not justify 

Judge McCarthy's invalidati of the agreement. The parties to the 

Agreement agreed that an arb trator, not a state court, would adjust any 

dispute as to the meaning ofth Agreement. CP 458-459. 

C. THERE WAS NO LEGAL BASIS FOR THE TRIAL 
COURT TO I VALIDATE THE 1,157 SETTLEMENT 

creates an ad hoc union of injured laintiffs who may be linked only by their common 
claims," the doctrine of associational standing "recognizes that the primary reason people 
join an organization is often to crea e an effective vehicle for vindicating interests that 
they share with others." Internation I Union, United Auto., Aerospace & Agr. Implement 
Workers v. Brock, 477 U.S. 274, 28 -90 (1986). "The very forces that cause individuals 
to band together in an association w 11 thus provide some guarantee that the association 
will work to promote their interests." /d. at 290. 
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AGREEMEN S BETWEEN THE RNS AND 
EVERGREEN THAT RESOLVED THOSE RNS' 
REST BRE K WAGE CLAIMS AGAINST 
EVERGREEN 

In any case, even if SNA and Evergreen's private Settlement 

Agreement to improve work ng conditions in exchange for WSNA's 

release of associational wage laims was somehow unlawful, which it is 

not, its invalidation is not a asis to undo the 1,157 separate contracts 

between individual RNs and Evergreen. " ... [U]nder the principle of 

freedom to contract, parties ar free to enter into, and courts are generally 

willing to enforce, contracts that do not contravene public policy." 

Snohomish County Pub. Tran p. Benefit Area Corp. v. FirstGroup Am., 

Inc., --- Wn.2d ---, 271 P.3d 50, 853 (2012) (internal citation omitted). 

No public policy has been o ended by these agreements. There is no 

suggestion of coercion. The few RN s challenging the contracts have 

articulated only buyer's rem rse, but that is insufficient to void their 

contracts under Washington la . In reMarriage of Ferre, 71 Wn. App. 

35 (1993). If personal regret i not a basis to void their own contracts, it 

certainly cannot void the thous d-plus other contracts of the RNs who are 

satisfied with their bargain and currently enjoy the new working 

conditions negotiated by WSN , all of which are at peril due to the trial 

court's decision extinguishing their agreements. For these reasons, the 
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trial court erred when it invar ated these RNs' contracts with Evergreen 

to accept back pay and release heir rest period claims.19 

D. INVALIDATI N OF THE PRIVATELY REACHED 
SETTLEMEN AGREEMENT REACHED 
BETWEEN W NA AND EVERGREEN THREATENS 
THE INTEG TY OF PRIVATE SETTLEMENTS TO 
FULLY AND INALL Y RESOLVE DISPUTES AND 
RISKS THE IMPORTANT GOING-FORWARD 
CHANGES I THE WORKING CONDITIONS FOR 
THE RNS AT VERGREEN. 

The WSNA-Evergreen Settlement Agreement obligates Evergreen 

to adequately staff its facility o RNs are not denied rest breaks, provides 

for penalty pay at the overti rate for denied rest periods, and imposes 

other obligations on Evergree above and beyond state law. CP 453-455. 

If the trial court's decision o void the WSNA-Evergreen Settlement 

stands, Evergreen nurses, and their patients, will suffer the loss of these 

new working conditions. 

Pugh's response to th s undisputed fact of these going forward 

workplace changes has been t mislead the trial court, and now this Court, 

about the nature of the Se lement Agreement between WSNA and 

Evergreen. Pugh claims, wit no evidence, a nefarious intent on the part 

of WSNA to get a "sweethe " deal, suggesting that the deal benefits the 

Union and the Employer at th expense of the RNs. But the deal between 

19 For these same reasons, the trial ourt erred when it certified a subclass of RNs who 
had already released their claims for rest periods. 
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WSNA and Evergreen only pr vided enhanced working conditions for the 

RNs at Evergreen, and no mo etary settlement to the Union.20 There is no 

evidence of coercion of the RNs to accept the back pay, and ample 

evidence that RNs who relea ed their claims acted based on information 

provided to them by their U ion, their Employer, and by class action 

counsel.21 Moreover, given th difficulties of proof, defenses and inherent 

risks in litigation, there is no assurance that the proposed class of those 

who accepted settlement will not be required to return those settlement 

monies to Evergreen. 

appeal. 

V. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reas ns, WSNA requests that the Court grant its 

Respectfully submitte this 8th day of October 2012. 

vid C ell, WSBA # 13 896 
arson Glickman-Flora, WSBA # 37608 
CHWERIN CAMPBELL BARNARD 

GLITZIN & LA VITT LLP 
8 W. Mercer Street, Suite 400 
eattle, WA 98119 
06-285-2828 
ttorneysfor Intervenor/Appellant WSNA 

20 With the exception of reimburse nt of its attorneys' fees for bringing the lawsuit. 
21 See FN 8, infra. 
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ONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT 0 THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND FORTH COUNTY OF KING 

W ASHJNGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

Plai tiff, 

t. 

NO. 10-2-32896-3 

DECLARATION OF 
CHRISTINE HIMMELSBACH 
IN SUPPORT OF .JOINT 
MOTION TO APPROVE 
SETTLEMENT 

Christine Himmelsbach declares and tates as follows: 

1. I am the Assistant Executiv Director of Labor Relations for Washington 

19 State Nurses Association (WSNA) and make the following statements based on my personal 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

knowledge. 
2. WSNA is a membership or ani7.ation of 16,000 registered nurses which 

exclusively represents, for the purposes of llective bargaining, registered nurses employed 

by Evergreen. WSNA's mission includes fo tering high standards of nursing, promoting the 

professional development of nurses, and a vancing their economic and general welfare. 

WSNA's mission statement can 
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htt ://www.wsna.or•) About/documents/visil n .. dJ: a copy of which is attached as Exhibit I. 

Due to the growing body of evidence demo strating that rest breaks are critical for nurses to 

maintain the alertness and focus required t provide safe and quality patient care, ensuring 

that nurses receive full, uninterrupted res and meal breaks has been a long-time top 

organizational priority for WSNA. 

3. WSNA's efforts to ensure t at nurses receive the rest breaks that they are 

entitled to, or receive payment in the rar cases that rest breaks must be missed (ac; a 

disincentive to the employer), has included nurse education programs (including education 

sessions in multiple cities across the state i 201 0 and aggressive outreach to our members 

through the WSNA website, electronic ne sletters, WSNA's quarterly magazine, and a 

recorded phone message to every mcmb r), legislative advocacy (including proposing 

legislation in 2009 and 20 I 0 and a public ed cation campaign with statewide television ads), 

work with the Department of Labor & In ustries on rulemaking and enforcement, and 

lawsuits like the instant one. Since 2005, SNA has filed grievances at multiple facilities 

leading to arbitrations including a landmark rbitration decision in 2010 at the University of 

Washington Medical Center that included new policies for tracking missed breaks and 

interrupted breaks. WSNA also recently wo a lawsuit filed in 2007 against Sacred Heart 

Medical Center granting nurses back pay for 1issed break and limiting the use of intermittent 

breaks. Currently, the Washington State N rses Association is a plaintiff in four other 

lawsuits, in Spokane and Pierce counties, aga nst hospitals for failing to provide rest breaks. 
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4. I, as well as other WSNA epresentatives, an Evergreen RN. and counsel 

2 attended the Jan. 31, 2010 mediation for SNA. Evergreen's lead human resources, chief 

3 nursing officer, and counsel attended for Ev rgreen. 

4 5. WSNA has endeavored to k p the RNs at Evergreen infonned at every step 

5 of the way about its lawsuit against Evergr en. WSNA hosted a dinner meeting on January 

6 13, 2011, where it discussed the lawsuit and its purposes with its membership. More than 50 

7 RNs attended. The WSNA nurse rep. Sara Frey, has updated RNs about the lawsuit as part 

8 of her routine visits to the worksites and o ficer meetings. On February 17, 2011, WSNA 

9 representatives were present at Evergreen fr m 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. and 2:00p.m. to 6:00p.m. 

1 0 to answer questions about the settleme t. A Settlement Information document was 

11 distributed to nurses who attended the Q& sessions. A copy of the Settlement Infonnation 

12 document is attached as Exhibit 2. WS A sent postcards in advance about the Q&A 

13 sessions. WSNA has also used its electron' membership messaging system and website to 

14 keep members informed. WSNA will sen another set of postcards announcing the March 

15 18111 hearing date for the proposed settlemen . 

16 I declare under penalty of perjury u der the laws of the State of Washington that the 

17 foregoing statements are true and correct. 
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SIGNED at 5Def-HG 
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EXHIBIT 1 



PU 
The Purposes of the Washington State Nurses Association 
shall be: 

To work for the improvement of health standards and 
the availability of health care service for all people. 

To foster high standards of nursing. 

The Washington State Nurses Association is the collective a 
fession in the State of Washington. 

To stimulate and promote the professional develop
ment of nurses and advance their economic and general 
welfare. 

These purposes shall be unrestricted by considerations 
of age, color, creed, disability, gender, health status, life 
style, nationality, race, religion or sexual orientation. 

leading voice, authority, and advocate for the nursing pro-

The Washington State Nurses Association provides leadersh p for the nursing profession and promotes quality health care 
for consumers through education. advocacy, and influencing ealth care policy in the State of Washington. 

Nurses in Washington State will be informed on issues 
and trends that affect their professional practice. 

The Washington State Nurses Association will lead the 
profession wherever decisions are made affecting nurs
ing and health care. 

The Washington State Nurses Association will antici
pate and respond to the changing needs of the profes
sion and nurses. 

The Washington State Nurses Association will main
tain and strengthen nursing's role in client advocacy for 
consumer safety and quality health care. 

The Washington State Nurses Association will be re
sponsive to cultural diversity needs of its members and 
to the consumers of health care. 

The Washington State Nurses Association will promote 
the professional development and advance the econom
ic and general welfare of all nurses. 
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WSNA v. Public District Hospital] dlb. a Evergreen Hospital Center (Evergreen)
SETTLEMEN INFORMATION 

On February 10,2011, representatives from WSNA Evergreen Hospital agreed to settle WSNA's rest break 
lawsuit. Evergreen agreed to a new rest break policy that will revolutionize the way nurses at Evergreen take 
rest breaks. WSNA hopes that Evergreen's new syste will set the standard for other hospitals in Washington 
to follow! We'll need to work together to hold Evergr en accountable to the new rest break procedures. 

Overview 

• Evergreen will begin recording and paying for issed rest breaks, and will pay some back wages for its 
failure to pay for rest breaks in the past. 

• Evergreen managers will adopt procedures to ssure nurses receive rest breaks and conduct training on 
the new rest break procedures. 

• Evergreen will promptly investigate any ace ation of retaliation against nurses for exercising their 
rights under this settlement. 

New System to Track Missed Breaks 

• Evergreen will keep records of missed break and will modify its Time and Attendance System to 
provide a method for nurses to record missed b ks. 

• Evergreen will indicate how many rest breaks a urse is entitled to for each shift. 

• Nurses will be able to mark missed rest breaks i the Time and Attendance System. 

• Evergreen will provide WSNA department-Jeve data regarding missed rest breaks upon request. 

New Policies for Missed Breaks 

• Evergreen will compensate nurses for missed br aks. Missed rest breaks will be treated as hours worked 
and will be compensated at 15 minutes straight ·me. Ifthe missed rest break extends beyond the normal 
work day as defined in the collective bargainin agreement, the missed break will be compensated at 15 
minutes at the overtime rate. 

• If compensation for a missed break is denie , the supervisor will state a reason in the Time and 
Attendance System, and both the nurse and WS A will be notified. 

• Paychecks will reflect payments for missed bre ks in a separate category if feasible and practicable for 
Evergreen's payroll system. 

• If a rest break is interrupted during the first 10 inutes, nurses will have the option of taking a new 15-
mintue rest break, or the option of being paid fi r a missed break. If a rest break is interrupted after the 
first 10 minutes, nurses may resume and compete the remainder of the 15-minute break, or record a 
missed rest break. 

Back Wages for Missed Rest Breaks 

WSNA settled the lawsuit for $375,000, hich includes the costs of bringing the lawsuit. 
Approximately $325,000 will be distributed to nurses · pacted by this settlement, including to former nurses 
who worked anytime between September 15, 2007 and the effective date of the Settlement Agreement, which 
will be the date the King County Superior Court appro es it. The funds will be prorated by the total number 
hours a nurse worked during the lawsuit time period. e back wages offered for a nurse who worked 4000 
hours during the lawsuit time period will be twice of as arge as for a nurse who worked 2000 hours. However, 
you may refuse the settlement money that Evergree will offer you and press your own claim for back 
wages. 
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Honorable Harry McCarthy 
For Hearing with Oral Argument 

On 2/3/2012 

SUPERIOR CO RT OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND FORTI E COUNTY OF KING 

DEBRA PUGH and AARON BOWMAN, nd 
FLOANN BAUTISTA on their own behal NO. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 
and on behalf of all persons similarly situat d, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

EVERGREEN HOSPITAL MEDICAL 
CENTER a!k/a KING COUNTY PUBLIC 
HOSPITAL DISTRICT #2, 

Defendant. 

[PI~OPOSED} ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION fOR CLASS 
CERTIFICATION 

This matter came before the Court on Plaintiff's Motion for Class Ce11ification pursuant 

to CR 23(a) and (b)(3). Having considered t e Plaintiffs Motion for Class Certification and the 

declarations and exhibits attached thereto, D fendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 

Class Certification and the declarations and xhibits attached thereto, the Opposition of 

Intervenor, WSNA, and Plaintiffs' Reply an materials attached thereto, the CoUJ1 hereby 

orders as follows: 

Plaintiff's Motion for Class Certificat on is GRANTED. The Court hereby ORDERS 

that the following Class is certified: 

[PROPOSED} ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR CLASS 
CERTIFICATION-1 

NO. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 

BRESKIN JOHNSON TOWNSEND PI.Lc 

1111 Third Avenue, Suite 2230 
Seattle, Washington 98101 Tel: 206-652-8660 

A 001 
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All registered nurses engage in patient care who have been 
employed by Evergreen Hos ita! Medical Center in King County, 
Washington and vvho, at any time between September 17,2007 
and the present, were denied rest and/or meal breaks. 

The following Subclass is also certii ed: 

All members of the Class w received and cashed a check 
purpmting to waive and reso ve their rest break claims with 
Evergreen. 

The Court further ORDERS that Pia ntiffs Debra Pugh, Aaron Bowman, and FloAnn 

8 Bautista shall be designated class represent ives. 
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The Court fm1her ORDERS that Da id E. Breskin & Annette M. Mess itt of Breskin. 

Johnson, & Townsend PPLC shall be desigt ated as counsel to the class. 

The Court FINDS that Plaintiffs' cl, · ms raise common issues of law and fact suitable 

for class certification, and that the Plaintiffs claims are typical and representative of the claims 

of the class because Plaintitls allege a comn on course of conduct as the basis for their claims. 

Plaintiffs allege that the Defendant failed to provide 1 0-minute rest breaks and 30-minute meal 

breaks required by Washington law to regis ered nurses. Plaintiffs allege that inadequate 

sta11ing by Evergreen has resulted in the in ility of nurses to take their breaks. Accordingly. 

the Court CONCLUDES that the requireme 1ts of CR 23(a)(2) and (3) are met. 

The Court further fiNDS that the Cl ss likely numbers over 1 ,300 and the Subclass 

likely numbers over 1, I 00, and is therefore o numerous that joinder of all members is 

impracticable. However, even if the subcla s numbered only 40, there is a presumption that the 

numerosity requirement of CR 23(a)(l) is n et. Accordingly, the Com1 CONCLUDES that the 

requirement ofCR 23(a)(l) is met. The Cot ·t FINDS that Plaintiffs and their counsel are 

capable of adequately representing the inter sts of absent class members and that there arc no 

direct or substantial conflicts between the P aintiffs and class members they seek to represent. 

Accordingly, the Court CONCLUDES that he requirement ofCR 23(a)(4) is met. 

[PROP9Se~ ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR CLASS 
CERTIFICATION-2 

NO. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 

BRESKIN JOHNSON TOWNSEND PUC 

1111 Third Avenue, Suite 2230 
Seattle, Washington 98101 Tel: 206-652-8660 

A- 02 
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The Court also FINDS that common questions of law and fact will predominate over 

any individual questions. The common and overriding issue presented by the class is whether 

Evergreen violates the Washington Wage St tute by not paying nurses for all missed 10-minute 

rest breaks as required by Washington law a 1d whether Evergreen violates the Washington 

Wage Statute by failing to compensate nurs s for all missed, on-duty, on-call, and late 30-

minute meal breaks as required by Washing on law. The common and overriding issues 

presented by the Subclass include whether · rergreen overreached when it tendered checks to 

current employees for missed rest breaks pu suant to its settlement with WSNA when the 

evidence presented by Plaintiffs includes de osition testimony of Evergreen that it had 

calculated that the amount owed to class me 1bers was twice the amount tendered and evidence 

shO\ving asserting that WSNA's counsel an told Pugh's counsel that WSNA calculated what 

was o\ved was over $1 million in back wage for missed rest breaks. 

Other common issues that predomin te over any issues affecting only individual 

subclass members is whether the settlement greement should be declared void and/or of no 

legal efTect because WSNA may have lacke standing to sue on behalf of subclass members. 

the settlement is alleged to have been the pr duct of collusion, unfair and unreasonable, and is 

alleged to have required court approval und r CR 23(ef0ther common issues that predominate 

on the subclass claims include whether the p yment by Evergreen should be treated as a 

complete bar to recovery, assuming the vali ity of the settlement agreement, or a set off of the 

amounts t)\lved the nurses for missed rest bre ks. Each ofthese issues may affect Evergreen's 

\Vaiver defense which it asserts as a comma affirmative defense to the claims of all subclass 

members. The claims of many individual cl ss members are likely to be of such small value 

compared to the time commitment required y each member of the class and subclass that 

adjudicating the claims on a class wide basi is superior in time and judicial resources to 

individual adjudicating the claims. Adjudic ting the claims presented on a class basis will be 

@ ~ (J~·s ~ J~ Jt,n..n·~ fc.A-i¥11-{/:tJ 1 Ma+z:M. 
~ ~~ {"V,MM.+"Y "(,~ tr\~ ~ o/.el-l.!j I~ 

[PROPOSE~] ORDER GRANTING ~ .. ~-~ j BRESKIN JOHNSON TOWNSEND Pllc 

PLAINTIFFS MOTION FOR CLASS !)! 1111 Third Avenue, Suite 2230 

CERTIFICATION-3 Seattle, Washington 98101 Tel: 206-652-8660 

NO. 10-2-33125-5 SEA • ~A L.W,t.1A1~ J~ ~ 
~ ,.·.~~~ .. ~r-J ~ ,u_:.;...,u~I!L 
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manageable. Class adjudication of the comn on issues presented is therefore superior. 

Accordingly, the Com1 CONCLUDES that he requirements ofCR 23(b)(3) arc met. 

Based on the above FINDINGS and ONCLUSIONS, the Court grants Plaintiffs' 

motion and cct1ifies this action on Plaintiffs claims under Washington Law for the above 

described classes. 

The Court further ORDERS that De endant shall provide PlaintiiTs with a complete and 

current list of the names and last kno\vn add ·ess and phone numbers of all current and former 

employees who fit within the definition of tl e class above within ten ( 1 0) business days of this 

Order. Defendant shall also provide social ecurity numbers of fonner employees within ten 

(I 0) business days of this Order. The social security numbers shall only be used to identify 

correct addresses, if necessary, and shall be ept confidential in conformity with the Protective 

Order entered in this matter. 

The Court further ORDERS that the at1ies shall jointly submit a proposed Notice of 

Class Action to be approved by the Court w thin ten (I 0) business days of this Order. Pursuant 

to CR 23(c)(2), the approved notice shall be sent to all class members in the most effective 

manner possible. 

Dated this I'/ of 1/Vz ~ 2012. 

Presented by: 
BRESKIN JOHNSON & TOWNSEND PL C 

By Is/David E. Breskin 
David E. Breskin. WSBA No. 10607 
Annette M. Messitt, WSBA No. 33023 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

[PRePO~] ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR CLASS 
CERTIFICATION-4 

NO. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 

BRESKIN JOHNSON TOWNSEND PtLc 

1111 Third Avenue, Suite 2230 
Seattle, Washington 98101 Tel: 206-652-8660 

A- 04 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON FOR KING COUNTY 

DEBRA PUGH, AARON BOWMAN and ) 
FLOAI\TN BAUTISTA ) 
on their own behalf and on behalf of all 
persons similarly situated, 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

EVERGREEN HOSPITAL MEDICAL 
CENTER alk/a KING COUNTY PUBLIC 
HOSPITAL DISTRICT #2, 

Defendant, and 

WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION ("WSNA"), 

Intervenor-Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

No. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 
ORDER 

THIS MATTER is before the Court or Cross Motions for Partial Summary Judgment by 

Plaintiffs and Defendant Evergreen Hospital r~edical Center, a/kla King County Public Hospital 

District #2 (Evergreen) and on Plaintiffs' Mo ion for Class Certification. Plaintiffs Debra Pugh, 

Aaron Bowman and Floann Bautista, on their own behalf and on behalf of putative class 

members similarly situated, are represented b attorneys David E. Breskin and Annette Messitt; 

Defendant Evergreen Hospital Medical Ccnte , alk/a King County Public Hospital District #2 is 

represented by attorneys James S. Fitzgerald, nd John J. White Jr. Intervenor Washington State 

Nurses Association (WSNA) is represented b attorney Dmitri lglitzen. 

The Court has considered all pleading filed by counsel, including the follo\ving: 

ORDER Judge Harry J. McCarthy 
King County Superior Court 

516 Third Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98104 

206-296-9205 

A 005 
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ORDER 

(I) PlaintiiTMotion for Partial Summ ry Judgment Dismissing Intervenor WSNA's 

Claim/Defense, with the Declarati n of David E. Breskin and attached Exhibits 1-1 0; 

(2) Evergreen's Response to Plaintiff~' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 

Dismissing Intervenor's Claim/D fense, with Declaration of Kevin B. Hansen and 

Exhibits (A) through (E); 

(3) Response by WSNA in Oppositiot to Plaintiffs' Motion for Pattial Summary 

Judgment Dismissing Intervenor's Claim/Defense, with attached Declaration of Sara 

frey and Exhibits (A) through (C) 

(4) Plaintiffs' Reply to WSNA's Opp sition to Plainti1Ts' Motion for Partial Summary 

Judgment; 

(5) Evergreen's Motion for Partial Su 1ma1;' Judgment Dismissing Plaintiff Bautista's 

Claims and those of the Putative S 1bclass Alleging Missed Rest Breaks, including 

declarations and associated exhibi s; 

(6) Plaintiffs' Reply to Evergreen's 0 position Re: Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial 

Summary Judgment; 

(7) Plaintiffs' Motion for Class Certi cation, including the Declarations of counsel with 

associated exhibits, the Declaratio s of named plaintiffs and 22 putative class 

members; 

(8) Evergreen's Response to Plaintiff: ' Motion for Class Certification, including the 

Declarations of counsel, 14 Decla tions of Evergreen employees and associated 

exhibits; 

(9) WSNA Memorandum in Oppositi n to Plaintiffs' Motion for Class Certifications 

with attached exhibits and Declm·a ion of counsel with exhibits A through N; 

( 1 0) Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant Ev rgreen' s Response to PlaintiiTs' Motion for Class 

Certification and 

(I I) Oral Argument. 

2 
Judge Harry J. McCarthy 

King County Superior Court 
516 Third Avenue 

Seattle, WA 98104 
206-296-9205 

-006 
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DUCTION 

PlaintifTs Pugh, Bowman and Bautist and numerous other registered nurses worked for 

Evergreen Hospital Medical Center (Evergre n). Plaintiffs allege that Evergreen failed to pay 

them and other registered nurses for missed r st breaks and meal breaks. Evergreen is a 275 bed 

hospital that provides medical services for Ki g County Public Hospital District No. 2 under 

RCW 70.44. et.seq. Evergreen employs nurse in 26 departments in a number of locations with 

the greatest number of nurses working at the 1ain campus in Kirkland, Washington. The nurses 

number approximately 1300 and all are mem ers of the Washington State Nurses Association 

(WSNA). A collective bargaining agreement as existed between the nurses and Evergreen for 

several years. 

The parties agree that a substantial nu1 1ber of nurses often missed their rest breaks and 

meal breaks during the approximate periodS ptember 2007- February 2011. The required rest 

and meal breaks were frequently missed due t various staffing issues and the daily emergencies 

that are a normal pat1 of the functioning of an' hospital. It is also undisputed that while the 

policy of Evergreen was to provide rest break and meal breaks as required by WAC 296-126-

17 092, the actual practice was often in conflict ith the legal requirement of providing necessary 
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rest and meal breaks. Under Washington Wa e Lmv, employers must provide a 10 minute rest 

break for every 4 hours worked and a 30 min te meal break between the second and fifth hour 

of every five hours worked. 

PROCE URAL AND 
FACTUAL ACKGROUND 

Plaintiffs have filed suit on their own ehalf and on behalf of a potential class of 1,346 

current and former nurses against Evergreen I ospital seeking unpaid wages for alleged missed 

rest and meal breaks. Intervenor WSNA filed separate suit two days earlier than plaintiffs on 

September 15. 2010, also seeking unpaid wag s for missed rest breaks and to ensure that all 

ORDER 
3 

Judge Harry J. McCarthy 
King County Superior Court 

516 Third Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98104 

206-296-9205 
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member nurses received their legally required rest breaks in the future. WSNA 's suit, and the 

settlement that followed, did not seek damag s for missed meal breaks. WSNA filed suit under 

the theory of associational standing, and did ot claim assignment from its individual members, 

nor did it claim that Evergreen breached the c Jlective bargaining agreement. Evergreen's 

answer set forth several affirmative defenses, mong which was that WSNA had no standing to 

pursue damages on behalf of the nurses. 

On February 4, 2011, plaintiffs move to intervene in the WSNA suit, challenging 

WSNA 's standing to sue for damages on beh lf of nurses at Evergreen. On February 10, 2011, 

Evergreen and WSNA signed an agreement u der which Evergreen would pay the nurses 

$375,000 for unpaid rest break wages. WSN paid their attorneys $58,000 out of the 

$375,000.00 and they were authorized to dete mine how much each nurse \Vould receive from 

the remaining $317,000. Evergreen did not h ve adequate records to show exactly how much 

was due to each nurse or even which nurses\ ere owed back pay. It was therefore decided that 

each nurse should be paid an amount proporti nal to the number of shifts worked during the 

time period covered by the settlement, which II parties acknowledge resulted in some nurses 

being overpaid and some being underpaid. \ SNA did not submit its chosen distribution 

formula to its constituent members prior to di bursing the money. Evergreen also agreed to 

institute better procedures for recording meal nd rest breaks and that the rest breaks \\'ould be 

15 minutes instead of the statutory 1 0 minute and they would be repaid at the overtime rate. 

On February 18, 2011, WSNA and Ev rgreen filed a joint motion to dismiss their case 

and sought court approval of the settlement. he case was dismissed on March 4, 2011, before 

the court was scheduled to approve the sett1et ent agreement. Plaintiffs have appealed that 

ORDER 
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Judge Harry J. McCarthy 
King County Superior Court 

516 Third Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98104 
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dismissal and it is now pending before the C urt of Appeals. WSNA has intervened in this case 

for purposes of defending its settlement with vergreen. 

On March 2, 2011, Plaintiffs deposed ~vergreen's 30(b)(6) representative, Kathleen 

Groen, the Director of Human Resources. M . Groen testified that Evergreen did not have any 

records, except for some incomplete Emerge• cy Room department records documenting when 

registered nurses took rest breaks, Ms. Groen !so testified that it had little or no evidence to 

contest the nurses' claims that they had frequ ntly missed rest breaks. The 30(b)(6) witness also 

testified that Evergreen had estimated that it wed nurses $600,000 in back pay for the missed 

rest breaks during 2007-2010. Ms. Groen sta cd that the estimate was based upon a series of 

assumptions. 

On or about March 17, 2011, Evergre n sent checks to 1 ,257 nurses in accordance with 

the distribution plan developed by WSNA. E· h check was accompanied by a letter from 

Evergreen explaining that the check was pat1 fthe WSNA--Evergreen settlement and that it 

was based on the number of hours worked fro 1 September 15, 2007 to February 19, 2011. It 

also included language indicating that individ ml nurses could opt out of the settlement by 

returning the check within 60 days. The chec itself contained a statement above the 

endorsement line indicating that endorsement of the check released all outstanding claims 

against Evergreen. WSNA also sent a letter d ted March 9, 201 1, containing basically the same 

information. Of the 1.257 nurses who receive checks, 1.144 nurses cashed the check and 

signed the release. Of the 113 nurses who did ot deposit the check and sign the release, only 19 

sent the check back to Evergreen. Of the 1 9 \ ho returned the check, one nurse later released 

her claim through a separate employment tern ination agreement. 

ORDER 
5 

Judge Harry J_ McCarthy 
King County Superior Court 

516 Third Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98104 
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Plaintiffs move for Partial Summary J~dgmcnt requesting that Intervenor WSNA be 

dismissed fi·om this case due to lack of standi M· Both Evergreen and WSNA oppose the 

motion. Evergreen also moves for Partial Smpmary Judgment, requesting dismissal of the 

subclass represented by plaintiff Bautista. Th~ subclass is comprised ofthe nurses who 

accepted settlement checks from Evergreen. ~laintiffs have also requested the court to certify a 

class action of cunent and former nurses purs tant to CR 23. Evergreen and WSNA oppose 

class certification and argue that the subclass pf nurses who accepted the Evcrgrcen/WSNA 

settlement agreement and cashed checks purs~ant to that agreement should be barred from 

participating as putative class members. 

Ill. 
AN~LYSIS 

PLAINTIFFt)' MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUN MARY JUDGMENT 

Plaintiffs argue that WSNA lacked str 1ding to represent the nurses. Plaintiffs contend 

that if WSNA did not have standing to rcprcs nt the nurses in its suit against Evergreen and 

subsequent settlement, it follows that the settl~ment is invalid. Plaintiffs also contend that the 

settlement required court approval under CR23(e) and that the financial consequences ofthe 

settlement amounted to an illegal kickback of wages, in violation of RCW 49.52.050. 

A. 

\\ SNA's 
STANDING TO SUE ON BEHALF OF 

ITS INDIVIUUAL MEMBERS 

Two days before plaintiff filed this lav suit concerning widespread missed rest breaks 

and meal breaks, WSNA filed its own suit alsp alleging that Evergreen nurses were denied 10 
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minute rest breaks as required by the Washin ton Wage Statute. WSNA did not seck damages 

for missed meal breaks. WSNA brought the· ction in its own name and did not join any 

individual nurses. Washington law is clear tl ~t a union may only represent its membership on a 

claim for damages and not for injunctive relielc. An association has standing to bring suit on 

behalf of its members when the following cri Jeria are satisfied: (1) the members of the 

organization would otherv·;ise have standing tp sue in their own right; (2) the interests that the 

organization seeks to protect are germane to is purpose; and (3) neither claim asserted nor relief 

requested requires the participation of the org~nization's individual members.lnt'/ Ass'n o( 

Firelighters, I.oca/1789 v. Spokane Airports. 146 Wn.2d 207, 45 P.3d 186, amended on denial 

rlreconsideration, 50 P.3d 618 (2002). 

The first two prongs of SlJokane Airl)( rts requirements are satisfied by WSNA. The 

individual nurses could have pursued damage~ on their own for back wages under Washington 

law. RCW 49.48. The second prong is casih satisfied as ,.,·ell since wages of employees are 

clearly "paramount to [the] purpose" of a uni{ n. Teamsters Local Union No. 117 v. State. Dept. 

o(Corr., 145 IVn.App. 507, 512 (2008). Spokane Aimorts holds that the union's standing to sue 

on an associational basis violates the third requirement unless "the amount of monetary damages 

sought on behalf of those members is certain, easily ascertainable, and within the knowledge of 

the defendant." 146 Wn.2d 215-16. In Snoka'rle Aimorts, the amounts due were withholdings 

for Social Security and employer matched fm ds, which were calculated exactly and were clearly 

known to the Spokane airpmt. Id. at 217. In a similar case involving Special Emergency 

Response Team (SER'r) employees at a priso~ seeking compensation for their on-call time, the 

Court of Appeals found standing for the uni01 where calculating possible damages, ''will then 
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be nothing more than a mathematical exercis . " Teamsters Local Union No. 117, 145 Wn.App at 

513. 

No such easily ascertainable amount f damages can be found here. The parties disagree 

vehemently as to even the possible amount o damages in this case. Plaintiffs assert that WSNA 

previously calculated the amount owed to the nurse was over $1 million dollars, and that 

Evergreen estimated the amount due as appro imately $600,000, although Evergreen contests 

the basis and the accuracy of this amount. Fu her, all parties agree that nurses in different 

sections of the hospital missed breaks at vari us rates. Unlike Spokane Airports and Teamslers 

Lunt! Union No. 117, all parties agree there a e no records from which Evergreen can precisely 

determine the amount owed. Under these eire unstances, it is clear that WSNA would require 

the participation of at least some of the regist red nurses who worked at Evergreen Hospital. 

Therefore, it is apparent that WSNA d d lack standing to bring suit for damages on 

behalf of its member employed at Evergreen. WSNA asserted during oral argument that 

standing was a non-issue, because the suit wa part of the overall communication between the 

WSNA and Evergreen to facilitate their settle 1ent agreement. WSNA also argued that the court 

should look at the settlement as if no suit had ver been filed. The controlling case Ia\\·' docs 

not support the positions of Evergreen or WS A. Standing of a union association to sue cannot 

be lightly dismissed, particularly under the fa tual and procedural history here. It was essential 

that before WSNA could participate in the sui and subsequent settlement with Evergreen that 

they possessed legally cognizable standing. 
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}1. 

DID THE SETTLEMENT 
BETWEEl~ EVERGREEN 

AND WSNA REQUIRE 
COURT APPROVAL? 

Because WSNA brought a suit on beh~lf of the member nurses under a legal theory of 

associational standing, any settlement that fol owed would be maintained under class action 

rules. As Evergreen and WSNA noted in thei Joint Motion to Approve Settlement, court 

approval of a class action is mandated under 'R 23( c) to assure that the interests of absent class 

members arc considered and adequately protcFted. O[ficers for Justice v. Civil Serv. Comm., 

688 F.2d 615. 624 (9111 Cir 1982), cert. denied sub. nom., Bvrd v Civil Serv. Comm., 459 U.S. 

1217 ( 1983 ). Both WSNA and Evergreen alsp informed the nurses that the settlement was 

contingent upon court approval. A hearing w~s scheduled before Judge Middaugh for March 

18.2011. 

Bt:forc that hearing took place, on Ma ch 2, 2011, plaintiffs had deposed Kathleen 

Groen, the Evergreen 30(b)(6) witness, who sated that Evergreen had calculated that an 

estimated $600,000 was owed the nurses for 1issed rest breaks. On March 4, 2011 WSNA and 

Evergreen filed a voluntary dismissal of their case pursuant to CR 41 (a). The court dismissed 

the case and never had the opportunity to eva uate whether the settlement was appropriate under 

CR 23(e). It appears from the sequence ofth se events, that although Evergreen and WSNA 

both believed court approval of the settlemen was necessary. and that they had so informed the 

nurses, they chose not to seek CR 23(e) apprcval and then agreed to non-suit their case so that 

their agreed settlement of paying the nurses $~ 17,000 could move forward. Notwithstanding 

Evergreen's and WSBA's explanations and a guments to the contrary, comt approval oftheir 
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settlement was not optional and it should hav~ been obtained as mandated by CR 23(c). Pickett 

v. Holland America Line-Westours Inc., 145 f.Vn. 2d 178. 187-188 (2001). 

h. 
DID THE SETTLEMENT 
BETWEEl~ EVERGREEN 
AND WSl~A RESULT IN 

AN ILLEG~L KICKBACK 
OF WAGES? 

RCW 49.52.050 (2) assigns criminal I ability for any employer who, "willfully and with 

intent to deprive the employee of any part of ~is or her wages, shall pay any employee a lower 

wage than the wage such employer is obligated to pay such employee by any statute, ordinance, 

or contract.'' Plaintiffs allege that since WSN f\ and Evergreen settled for pennies on the dollar 

of what either Evergreen or WSNA calculate< what was owed, the discount amounted to an 

illegal kickback of wages to Evergreen. Whctj1cr an employer acts willfully for purposes of 

RCW 49.52.050. and RCW 49.52.070, is non 1ally a question for the jury. Pope v. Universitv o{ 

H'ash., 121 Wn.2d -179, 490 (1993). There are generally two instances where an employer's 

failure to pay wages is not willful: where the mployer was careless or erred in failing to pay; or 

where a ''bona fide'' dispute exists between thP. employer and the employee. Schilling v. Radio 

Holdings, inc .. 13 6 Wn. 2d 152, 160 (1998). Depending on the evidence at trial, it may well be 

that \Villfulness cannot be shown by plaintifJs due to a "bona fide" dispute about the amount of 

wages owed. This issue must await the full dctvelopment of the trial evidence and is reserved 

until then. 
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D. 

2 DEFENDAN 'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SU MARY JUDGMENT 

4 Defendants. in their response to plain "ffs motion and in their own motion, argue that 
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plaintiff Bautista and the putative subclass re resented by her should not be allowed to join any 

potential class for this case and should instea be barred from pursuing claims since they 

benefited under the WSNA-Evergrecn settlen ent. Defendants note that WSNA did not force 

any nurse to accept their pm1ion of the settle! ent. Instead, Evergreen argues that each nurse was 

informed multiple times (by Evergreen, the \ SNA, plaintiffs counsel and on the check itself) 

that they individually had the option of reject ng the check, and that acceptance would release all 

outstanding claims for unpaid rest break clain s. Evergreen argues that those nurses who 

accepted the check released their claims. Furl er, they argue that acceptance of the check 

resulted in an accord and satisfaction ofthe d spute between the nurse and Evergreen. 

While Evergreen correctly states the I w concerning the defense of accord and 

satisfaction. the invalidity of the settlement d e to WSNA 'slack of standing fundamentally 

undermines their argument. While it is true t at each nurse had the option of returning the 

check, the checks themselves were only made available as a part of Evergreen's agreement with 

WSNA. Further, WSNA developed the distri ution plan concerning the payments to be made to 

individual nurses. The settlement could not h ve been possible without WSNA 's claiming 

associational standing, which the court has be n found to be invalid. 
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3 IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that 

4 Plaintiffs' Motion for Pm1ial wnmary Judgment is granted and 
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Defendant's Motion for Partia Summary Judgment is denied. 

DATED this }j_day o~ 
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HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND FORT E COUNTY OF KING 

WASIITNGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

V. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

PI intiff, 
NO. 10-2-32896-3 

DECLARATION OF 
CHRISTINE HIMMELSBACH 
IN SUPPORT OF .JOINT 
MOTION TO APPROVE 
SETTLEMENT 

Christine Himmelsbach declares an states as follows: 

1. I am the Assistant Execut ve Director of Labor Relations for Washington 

19 State Nurses Association (WSNA) and rna e the following statements based on my personal 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

knowledge. 

2. WSNA is a membership rganization of 16,000 registered nurses which 

exclusively represents, for the purposes of collective bargaining, registered nurses employed 

by Evergreen. WSNA's mission includes ostering high standards of nursing, promoting the 

professional development of nurses, and advancing their economic and general welfare. 

WSNA's mission statement can be seen on WSNA's webpage at 

Declaration of Christine Himmelsbach - 1 
Case No. 10-2-32896-3 SEA 
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SCHWERIN CAMPBELL 

BARNARIJIGUTZIN & lAVITT LLP 
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htt ://www.wsna.orn/About/documents/v sion .. dJ: a copy of which is attached as Exhibit 1. 

Due to the growing body of evidence det onstrating that rest breaks are critical for nurses to 

maintain the alertness and focus require to provide safe and quality patient care, ensuring 

that nurses receive full, uninterrupted ·est and meal breaks has been a long-time top 

organizational priority for WSNA. 

3. WSNA's efforts to ensur that nurses receive the rest breaks that they are 

entitled to, or receive payment in the re cases that rest breaks must be missed (a'> a 

disincentive to the employer), has includ d nurse education programs (including education 

sessions in multiple cities across the stat in 2010 and aggressive outreach to our members 

through the WSNA website, electronic newsletters, WSNA's quarterly magazine, and a 

recorded phone message to every me ber), legislative advocacy (including proposing 

legislation in 2009 and 2010 and a public ducation campaign with statewide television ads), 

work with the Department of Labor & Industries on rulemaking and enforcement, and 

lawsuits like the instant one. Since 2005 WSNA has filed grievances at multiple facilities 

leading to arbitrations including a landm k arbitration decision in 2010 at the University of 

Washington Medical Center that includ d new policies for tracking missed breaks and 

19 interrupted breaks. WSNA also recently on a lawsuit filed in 2007 against Sacred Heart 
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Medical Center granting nurses back pay t r missed break and limiting the use of intermittent 

breaks. Currently, the Wa'ihington State Nurses Association is a plaintiff in four other 

lawsuits, in Spokane and Pierce counties, gainst hospitals for failing to provide rest breaks. 
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4. I, as well as other WSN representatives, an Evergreen RN, and counsel 

2 attended the Jan. 31, 20 l 0 mediation for WSNA. Evergreen's lead human resources, chief 

3 nursing officer, and counsel attended for vergreen. 

4 5. WSNA has endeavored to eep the RNs at Evergreen infonned at every step 

5 of the way about its lawsuit against Ever reen. WSNA hosted a dinner meeting on January 

6 13, 2011. where it discussed the lawsuit d its purposes with its membership. More than 50 

7 RNs attended. The WSNA nurse rep. Sa a Frey, has updated RNs about the lawsuit as part 

8 of her routine visits to the worksites and officer meetings. On February 17. 2011. WSNA 

9 representatives were present at Evergreen from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

1 0 to answer questions about the settle ent. A Settlement Infonnation document was 

11 distributed to nurses who attended the Q A sessions. A copy of the Settlement Information 

12 document is attached as Exhibit 2. W NA sent postcards in advance about the Q&A 

13 sessions. WSNA has also used its electr nic membership messaging system and website to 

14 keep members informed. WSNA will se d another set of postcards announcing the March 

15 18th hearing date for the proposed settlem nt. 

16 I declare under penalty of perjury nder the laws of the State of Washington that the 

17 foregoing statements are true and correct. 
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ington, this 
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WSNP\s Vision Mission & Goals 

p 

The Purposes oft he Washington State Nurses Associatio 
shall be: 

To work for the improvement of health standards and 
the availability of health care service for all people. 

To foster high standards of nursing. 

OSES 

To stimulate and promote the professional develop
ment of nurses and advance their economic and general 
welfare. 

These purposes shall be unrestricted by considerations 
of age, mlor, need, disability, gender, health status, life 
style, nationality, race, religion or sexual orientation. 

VI ION 

The Washington State Nurses Association is the collective and leading voice, authority, and advocate for the nursing pro
fession in the State of Washington. 

The Washington State Nurses Association provides leade ship for the nursing profession and promotes quality health care 
for consumers through education, advocacy, and influenci g health care policy in the State of Washington. 

Nurses in Washington State will be informed on issue 
and trends that affect their professional practice. 

The Washington State Nurses Association will lead th 
profession wherever decisions are made affecting nur -
ing and health care. 

The Washington State Nurses Association will antici
pate and respond to the changing needs of the profes
sion and nurses. 

The Washington State Nurses Association will main
tain and strengthen nursing's role in client advocacy for 
consumer safety and quality health care. 

The Washington State Nurses Association will be re
sponsive to cultural diversity needs of its members and 
to the consumers of health care. 

The Washington State Nurses Association will promote 
the professional development and advance the econom
ic and general welfare of all nurses. 
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WSNA v. Public District Hospital 2 va Evergreen Hospital Center (Evergreen)
SETTLEME T INFORMATION 

On February 10,2011, representatives from WSNA nd Evergreen Hospital agreed to settle WSNA's rest break 
lawsuit. Evergreen agreed to a new rest break poli that will revolutionize the way nurses at Evergreen take 
rest breaks. WSNA hopes that Evergreen's new sys m will set the standard for other hospitals in Washington 
to follow! We'll need to work together to hold Ever reen accountable to the new rest break procedures. 

Overview 

• Evergreen will begin recording and paying f r missed rest breaks, and will pay some back wages for its 
failure to pay for rest breaks in the past. 

• Evergreen managers will adopt procedures t assure nurses receive rest breaks and conduct training on 
the new rest break procedures. 

• Evergreen will promptly investigate any ac usation of retaliation against nurses for exercising their 
rights under this settlement. 

New System to Track Missed Breaks 

• Evergreen will keep records of missed bre s and will modify its Time and Attendance System to 
provide a method for nurses to record missed reaks. 

• Evergreen will indicate how many rest breaks a nurse is entitled to for each shift. 

• Nurses will be able to mark missed rest break in the Time and Attendance System. 

• Evergreen will provide WSNA department-le el data regarding missed rest breaks upon request. 

New Policies for Missed Breaks 

• Evergreen will compensate nurses for missed reaks. Missed rest breaks will be treated as hours worked 
and will be compensated at 15 minutes straig t time. If the missed rest break extends beyond the normal 
work day as defined in the collective bargaini g agreement, the missed break will be compensated at 15 
minutes at the overtime rate. 

• If compensation for a missed break is den ed, the supervisor will state a reason in the Time and 
Attendance System, and both the nurse and W NA will be notified. 

• Paychecks will reflect payments for missed b caks in a separate category if feasible and practicable for 
Evergreen's payroll system. 

• If a rest break is interrupted during the first 1 minutes, nurses will have the option of taking a new 15-
mintue rest break, or the option of being paid for a missed break. If a rest break is interrupted after the 
first 1 0 minutes, nurses may resume and co plete the remainder of the 15-minute break, or record a 
missed rest break. 

Back Wages for Missed Rest Breaks 

WSNA settled the lawsuit for $375,000, which includes the costs of bringing the lawsuit. 
Approximately $325,000 will be distributed to nurse impacted by this settlement, including to former nurses 
who worked anytime between September 15, 2007 d the effective date of the Settlement Agreement, which 
will be the date the King County Superior Court ap roves it. The funds will be prorated by the total number 
hours a nurse worked during the lawsuit time perio . The back wages offered for a nurse who worked 4000 
hours during the lawsuit time period will be twice of large as for a nurse who worked 2000 hours. However, 
you may refuse the settlement money that Everg een will offer you and press your own claim for back 
wages. 
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SETTLE 

COPY RECEiVED 

C[P 1 A 'iu'lJl I '.J a "1 L I 

Schwerin Campbell Bamard 
lglitzin & Lovitt LLP 

NT AGREEMENT 

THIS SETILEMENT AGREEME T ("Agreement") is made and entered into this I t'~y 
of February, 2011 by and between Was ington State Nurses Association ("WSNA") and King 
County Public Hospital District No. 2 dlb a Evergreen Hospital Medical Center ("Evergreen"). 

Recitals 

A. WSNA is and was the exclu ive bargaining representative for all regularly scheduled 
full-time, regularly scheduled part-time per diem registered nurses engaged in patient care at 
Evergreen Hospital, excluding supervisors nursing care coordinators, temporary nurses, students, 
and all other employees at Evergreen, forth time period from September 15, 2007 through the date 
of this Agreement ("the Represented Em loyees"). 

B. In a lawsuit filed in King Co ty Superior Court under Cause Number 10-2-32896-3 
SEA ("the Lawsuit"), WSNA asserted, in er alia, that Evergreen violated RCW 49.46.130 and 
RCW 49.52.050 by failing to pay the ~epr sented Employees for missed rest breaks and violated. 
RCW 49.46.070 by failing to maintain wa records relating to rest breaks. Evergreen answered 
WSNA's complaint, denying the allegation and liability, and asserting affirmative defenses. 

C. The parties desire to resolve eir differences and to fully and fmally settle any and all 
claims between them and for and on behalf fall affected employees relating to the Lawsuit. 

WHEREFORE, in furtherance of foregoing recitals and for valuable consideration, 
including but not limited to the mutual pro · ses contained in this Agreement, and the receipt and 
sufficiency of which consideration is hereby cknowledged, the parties agree as follows, to wit: 

1. Evergreen's Obligations. Eve green agrees to both retroactive and prospective relief 
for the benefit of its current and past nurse e ployees (i.e., the Represented Employees). 

a. Missed Breaks Proces. (to be put into effect by June 1, 2011): 

(1) Evergreen's M gers will adopt procedures to assure that the 
Represented E ployees receive their rest breaks. Staffmg for the 
Represented E ployees on break will include consideration of 
current Evergr n staffmg patterns in accordance with its Plan for 
Provision of Ca e. 

(2) Evergreen will eep records of missed rest breaks. Evergreen will 
modify its Tim and Attendance System ("T AS") to provide a 

Page 1 of 8 
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method for e Represented Employees to record missed rest breaks. 

(a) For each shift, Evergreen will indicate the number of rest 
bre to which each Represented Employee is entitled. 

(b) epresented Employee is unable to take a rest break, the 
Rep esented Employee will enter a notation into the TAS. 

(3) Evergreen ill compensate each Represented Employee for all 
missed rest reaks. If Evergreen denies payment for a missed rest 
break, the R presented Employee's supervisor shall insert a notation 
in the T AS tating the reason for the denial. Both the Represented 
Employee d WSNA will be notified in writing on a bi-weekly basis 
of denials an the reason for the denial. 

(4) If feasible d practicable based on Evergreen's payroll system, all 
paychecks gi en to the Represented Employees will reflect payments 
for missed re t breaks on a separate category on the paycheck. 

(5) Missed rest reaks shall be treated as hours worked and will be 
compensated at the rate of 15 minutes of straight time. If, however, 
the missed re t break extends beyond the normal work day (as defmed 
in Section 7 1 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement), then 
compensatio will be at the overtime rate for that 15 minutes. For 
example, if a epresented Employee is scheduled for an 8-hour shift 
and misses o e 15-minute rest break, he or she will be paid for 8 
hours and 15 inutes, and 15 minutes of that time will be paid at the 
overtime rate. However, if a Represented Employee is scheduled for 
an 8-hour shi and misses one 15-minute rest break but works only 6 
hours, he or s e will be paid for 6 hours and 15 minutes at straight 
time. Provid , however, that in the event of legislative or judicial 
(Division I of e Court of Appeals or Washington Supreme Court) 
action which s ates that a missed rest break may be compensated at 
straight time r tes, a missed rest break shall then be at straight time 
rates. 

(6) In the event a est break is interrupted within the first 10 minutes 
thereof, theRe resented Employee will have the option of a new rest 
break or electin to be paid for a missed rest break. In the event a rest 
break is interru ted after the ftrst 10 minutes thereof, the Represented 
Employee may resume and complete the remaining time of the 15 
minute break w en feasible or elect to be paid for a missed rest break. 

(7) Evergreen will promptly investigate any accusation of retaliation 
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against a R presented Employee for exercising the rights stated 
hereinabove d if substantiated will provide retraining to ensure that 
retaliation d s not reoccur. Recognizing the possibility of abuse of 
rest breaks, vergreen reserves the right to employ corrective action 
as it deems n cessary and appropriate. 

(8) Evergreen wi 1 provide WSNA on request department-level data on 
missed rest b eaks. 

(9) Evergreen an WSNA agree to bring to the Conference Committee 
for discussio and potential solutions any concern about departments 
with excessiv missed rest breaks and any concern about compliance 
with this Agr ement. 

b. Education Process (t be put into effect prior to June 1, 2011): Evergreen 
will conduct manda ory staff meetings in all departments to train all 
employees on the pro edures for missed breaks. Topics to be covered will 
include: 

(2) Each unit's/de artment's determination as to how it will comply with 
the process an create unit specific procedures for assuring that the 
Represented E ployees receive rest breaks. 

(3) Education on e importance of Represented Employees taking all 
their rest bre and the right of the Represented Employees to record 
and be paid fo missed rest breaks without fear of retaliation. 

( 4) Education on the importance of assuring that the Represented 
Employees tak all rest breaks free from interruption unless patient 
needs demand therwise. 

(5) agers of their responsibility to create conditions 
Represented Employees to take their rest breaks. 

( 6) Training of m agers that emphasizes that Evergreen will not tolerate 
retaliation agai t any Represented Employee who records a missed 
rest break; as w II as when and how to employ corrective action for 
abuse of rest br: aks if determined necessary and appropriate. 

c. Back Wages, Attorneys Fees and Costs: 

(1) Evergreen will pay the sum of $375,000 to WSNA as and for 
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reimbursem nt for all past rest breaks that may have been missed by 
the Represe ted Employees and for all of WSNA's attorneys' fees 
and costs in is matter. WSNA will inform Evergreen of the amount 
of its attorn y' s fees, costs and participation incentive awards and 
Evergreen ill provide WSNA with a check for this amount. 
Evergreen ·n retain the remaining amount and distribute it to the 
Represented Employees as described below. A judgment will be 
presented to e Court for entry. 

(2) WSNA shall be solely responsible for determining the amount of 
back wages t be paid to each of the Represented Employees but shall 
do so on a f ir and equitable basis and shall only distribute back 
wages to tho Represented Employees who have executed a release 
of any furth entitlement to back wages for missed rest breaks. 
Within five ( ) days of receiving the statement of the amount due per 
Represented mployee from WSNA, Evergreen will issue checks 
with release I guage to the Represented Employees. Any taxes and 
authorized d ductions from wages shall be withheld and paid 
appropriately y Evergreen. The release language on the check will 
include a rele e of Evergreen for further entitlement to back wages 
for missed res breaks. Any Represented Employee who affmnatively 
refuses andre rns the check within sixty (60) days of issuance is not 
bound by this ettlement. Evergreen will retain the funds attributable 
to checks that ave been affirmatively refused and returned. 

(3) WSNA will s ve, indemnify and hold Evergreen harmless from any 
claims of Rep sented Employees who have received back wages in 
accordance wi and pursuant to this Agreement. 

2. Release and Discharge. 

a. WSNA hereby release and discharges Evergreen from any and all actions, 
claims and demands, own or unknown, anticipated or unanticipated, of 
whatsoever kind or nat e, including, but not limited to, those which any way 
relate to, bear upon or are on account of the Lawsuit, that have accrued or 
may accrue through th implementation of the provisions of this Agreement. 

b. This Release and Disc arge by WSNA shall also and does hereby apply to 
and is for the benefit o all of Evergreen's past, present and future officers, 
directors, attorneys, age ts, servants, representatives, employees, subsidiaries, 
affiliates, partners, pf ecessors and successors in interest, insurers and 
assigns and all other rsons, ftrms or corporations with whom any of the 
former have been, are w, or may hereafter be affiliated. 
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c. This Release and ischarge is and shall be a fully binding and complete 
settlement between SNA and Evergreen and their respective assigns and 
successors and the parties acknowledge and agree that the Release and 
Discharge set forth bove is a general release, not contingent on any future 
event, action or inac ion. The parties expressly waive and assume the risk of 
any and all claims fo damages which exist as of this date with respect to each 
other, but of which the parties do not know or suspect to exist, whether 
through ignorance, versight, error, negligence, or otherwise, and which, if 
known, would mate ially affect their decision to enter into this Agreement. 
The parties further agree that this Agreement constitutes a complete 
compromise of rna rs involving disputed issues of law and fact and all 
parties hereto ass the risk that the facts or law may be other than they 
believe. It is underst d and agreed to by the parties that this settlement is a 
compromise of disp ed claims, and this Agreement is not to be construed as 
an admission of liabi ity by any party, by whom liability is expressly denied. 

3. Future Conduct. WSNA a ees that it will not in any manner or by any means, 
directly or indirectly, instigate,initiate, pro ote, or encourage any investigations, actions, suits, 
causes of action or claims relating to obtain· g back pay for missed rest breaks for the Represented 
Employees. 

4. Additional Provisions. 

a. Each of the individua s signing this Agreement on behalf of a party warrants 
that he or she has the uthority to sign the Agreement and thereby to bind the 
party on whose behal he or she signs, and each party hereto warrants that it 
has the authority toe ter into this Agreement and thereby to bind it. This 
Agreement shall be b nding upon the successors and assigns of the parties. 

b. This Agreement is d signed strictly for the purpose of compromising and 
settling disputed clai s and matters and avoiding the expense, delay and risks 
of continued and prot cted litigation. It is expressly understood and agreed, 
as a condition hereof, at this Agreement is not, and shall not, constitute or 
be construed or chara terized as an admission of liabili~ or wrongdoing on 
the part of any part , nor shall this Agreement be construed to be or 
characterized as a viet ry for one party over another, or an admission of any 
sort by any party her to or as evidencing or indicating in any degree an 
admission of the truth r correctness of any claims asserted or facts alleged. 

c. This Agreement cont ins the entire understanding between the parties in 
connection with the s bject matter and it supersedes or replaces all prior 
negotiations, agreeme ts, or representations, whether oral or written. The 
Agreement may not be modified in any way unless such modification is in a 
writing which has bee executed by all parties affected by said modification 
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d. Each party acknowl dges that no other party, agent, or attorney for any party 
has made any prom se, representation, or warranty whatsoever, express or 
implied, not contain d herein, concerning the subject matter hereof, to induce 
it to execute this A eement, and each party acknowledges that it has not 
executed this Agree ent in reliance on any such promise, representation, or 
warranty not conta · d herein. 

e. To be effective, any otice of breach or default under this Agreement shall be 
in writing and deliv red to the appropriate party at the addresses set forth 
below, or to such oth r address as the parties may hereinafter designate. All 
such notices and oth written communications shall be effective upon three 
(3) business days er having been correctly addressed, postmarked and 
delivered to the Post ffice (or postmarking by the Post Office): 

If to WSNA: 

Christ ne Himmelsbach 
Assist t Executive Director of Labor Relations 
575 dover Park West, Suite 101 
Seattl , WA 98188 

Carso Glickman-Flora 
Schwe ·n Campbell Barnard Iglitzin & Lavitt LLP 
18 We t Mercer Street, Suite 400 
Seattle Washington 98119-3971 

Neil A. Johnson, Chief Operating Officer 
12040 .E. !28th St. 
Kirklan , WA 98034-3098 

Kathlee C. Groen, Director of Human Resources 
12040 .E. 128th St. 
Kirklan , W A 98034-3098 

And to: 

1 ames S Fitzgerald, District General Counsel 
Kevin B Hansen 
Livengo , Fitzgerald & Alskog, PLLC 
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121 ird Avenue 
P.O. Box 908 
Kirk and, W A 98083-0908 

f. Time is of the esse e of this Agreement and the performance of each term 
hereof. 

g. The interpretation d enforcement of this Agreement shall be governed by 
the laws of the Sta e of Washington. Any disputes arising out of this 
Agreement that hav not been resolved in the Conference Committee shall 
first be submitted to mediation, and such mediation shall occur within thirty 
(30) days of submi sion unless the parties mutually agree to extend this 
deadline. In the ev nt the dispute is not resolved in mediation, it shall be 
resolved through th expedited dispute resolution procedure under Sections 
6.6 and 16.2 of the ollective Bargaining Agreement. 

h. This Agreement has been jointly drafted by the parties and their counsel 
following negotiatio s between them. It shall be construed according to the 
fair intent of the Ian age as a whole and not for or against any party. 

i. The parties hereto d clare that the terms and conditions of this Agreement 
have been completel read, reviewed and are fully understood and voluntarily 
accepted. 

J. This Agreement rna be signed in counterpart copies and shall be effective 
when each party hef to has signed at least one copy. This Agreement is 
executed by the parti s in duplicate, each copy of which shall have the same 
force and effect as original. Signatures transmitted by facsimile or PDF 
(via e-mail) shall be acceptable and just as binding as a signature on the 
original hereof. 

k. Except as otherwise rovided herein, all of the parties hereto agree to bear 
their own costs and e penses of the litigation, including fees of attorneys, to 
and including the effe tive date of this Agreement and the fulfillment of the 
terms hereof. 

I. This Agreement is su · ect to the approval of the Board of Commissioners of 
Evergreen as required by law. The parties agree to fully cooperate to obtain 
the approval of the B d. 

m. This Agreement is c ntingent in its entirety upon approval by the King 
County Superior Co in the Lawsuit as may deemed appropriate and 
necessary and/or requi ed. The parties agree to fully cooperate to obtain the 
approval of the Court. 
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I. 

n. If any phrase, sente ce or paragraph of this Agreement shall to any extent be 
held invalid, then remainder of this Agreement or the application of such 
provision to person or circumstances other than those as to which it is held 
invalid shall not b affected thereby, and all other phrases, sentences and 
paragraphs of this A reement shall be valid and enforced to the fullest extent 
permitted by law. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the partes have executed this Agreement effective as of the date 
ftrst appearing herein above. 

ington State Nurses Association 

Its: 1 

Date signed: fFJ>tul\hf £q JC!/ 

King ounty Public Hospital District No. 2 d/b/a 
Everg een Hospital Medical Center 

I 
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HONORABLE GREGORY CANOVA 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND FORT E COUNTY OF KING 

their own behalf and on behalf of all perso 
similarly situated, 

Pl 

v. 

EVERGREEN HOSPITAL MEDICAL 
CENTER a/k/a KING COUNTY PUBLIC 
HOSPITAL DISTRICT #2, 

Defen ant. 

NO. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 

DECLARATION OF 
CHRISTINE HIMMELSBACH 

Christine Himmelsbach declares an states as follows: 

1. I am the Assistant Executiv Director of Labor Relations for Washington State 

Nurses Association (WSNA) and make e following statements based on my personal 

knowledge. 

2. WSNA is a union repres over 16,000 Registered Nurses (RNs) in 

Washington State. The WSNA missio statement is "The Washington State Nurses 

Association provides leadership for the n sing profession and promotes quality health care 

for consumers through education, advocac , and influencing health care policy in the State of 

Declaration of Christine Himmelsbach -
Case No. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 

LAW OFFICES OF 

SCHWERIN CAMPBELL 

BARNARD IGUTZIN & LA VITT LlJ' 

18 WEST MERCER STREET SUITE 400 

SEATTLE. WASffiNGTON 98119-3971 

(206) 285-2828 
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1 Washington." In addition to being the As istant Executive Director of Labor Relations for 

2 WSNA, I have also been a Registered Nurs since 1995. 

3 3. On September 15, 2010, SNA filed the original complaint in Washington 

4 State Nurses Association v. King County Public Hospital District No. 2 d/b/a Evergreen 

5 Hospital Medical Center, King County Su erior Court Case No. 10-2-32896-3 SEA (" WSNA 

6 v. Evergreen"). 

7 4. On or about the day WSN filed the WSNA v. Evergreen complaint, WSNA 

8 Nurse Representative Sara Frey called the SNA officers to inform them that the complaint 

9 

10 

had been filed. 

5. On or about September 22, 010, WSNA sent a postcard to current bargaining 

11 unit RNs at Evergreen Hospital, includin current RNs who were not active members of 

12 WSNA, providing information about rest beaks and announcing that WSNA had initiated the 

13 WSNA v. Evergreen lawsuit against Ever en regarding rest breaks. This message was also 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

e-mailed to RNs at Evergreen and publicly posted on the WSNA website, 

http://www.wsna.org. A copy of the messa e is attached as Exhibit A. 

6. On October 7, 2010, WSN held a Local Unit Officer meeting at Evergreen. 

The Local Unit Officers are Evergreen s elected by their peers to bargaining unit officer 

19 positions such as Chair, Grievance Offic , and Secretary. Rank-and-file RNs also attend 

20 these meetings. At the October 7, 2010, eeting there was discussion about the WSNA v. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Evergreen lawsuit and also the above-capti ned lawsuit, Pugh eta/. v. Evergreen. 

7. On October 19,2010, WSN held a meeting to inform RNs about the WSNA v. 

Evergreen rest break lawsuit at Madi on House in Kirkland, Washington. WSNA 

representatives were present at Madison ouse, a private meeting facility across the street 

from Evergreen, for several hours in der to accommodate the various schedules of 
Declaration of Christine Himmelsbach- uwoFFicEsoF 

Case No. 10-2-33125-5 SEA scHWERIN cAMPsEu. 
BARNARD IGUTZIN & LA Vm LLP 

I 8 WEST MERCER STREET SUITE 400 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98119-3971 

(206) 285-2828 
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1 

2 

3 

Evergreen RN s. A copy of the Octobe 12, 2010, message announcing this meeting is 

attached as Exhibit B. 

8. On November 4, 2010, WS A held another Local Unit Officer meeting where 

4 there was discussion about the WSNA v. Ev rgreen and Pugh et a/. v. Evergreen lawsuits. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

9. On November 9, 2010, D bra Pugh sent an email to all Evergreen RNs 

informing them that she had "filed a cla s action against Evergreen (this is separate from 

WSNA's lawsuit) and all staff at Evergre are able to join the class action simply by calling 

the attorney handling the case." Pugh pro ided information about her attorneys, invited RNs 

to contact her personally with questions, a d also requested that recipients pass her message 

along to RN s who no longer worked at Ev green. A copy of this email is attached as Exhibit 

C. 

10. On December 2, 20 I 0, WS A held a Local Unit Officer meeting where there 

was discussion about the WSNA v. Evergre n and Pugh eta/. v. Evergreen lawsuits. 

11. On December 3, 2010, W NA sent a Local Unit Newsletter to all current 

bargaining unit RNs at Evergreen in el ctronic and hard-copy form. This Newsletter 

18 informed RNs that WSNA had "moved fo ard with a lawsuit against several area hospitals 

19 including Evergreen." A copy of this Loca Unit Newsletter is attached as Exhibit D. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

12. On January 12, 2011, WS A held a "Unity Dinner" meeting for RNs at the 

Wilde Rover Pub in Kirkland, Washington to inform RNs about the WSNA v. Evergreen and 

Pugh et al. v. Evergreen rest break lawsu· s, retaliation, and related issues. Over 40 nurses 

attended the meeting. WSNA posted ouncements on bulletin boards at Evergreen 

2S encouraging nurses to attend the meetin , and publicly posted the announcement on the 

Declaration of Christine Himmelsbach -
Case No. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 

LAW OFFICES OF 

SCHWERIN CAMPBELL 

BARNARD IGUTZIN & LA vm UP 

18 WEST MERCER STREET SUITE 400 

SEATTLE, WASIDNGTON 98119·3971 

(206) 285-2828 
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1 

2 

WSNA website. The announcement was so sent to about 300 RNs via the WSNA's e-mail 

newsletter, and to about 872 RN s via p tcard. These announcements were sent to non-

3 members as well as members of WSNA. SNA staff also sent e-mails to groups of nurses 

4 asking them to talk up the meeting, po the announcement on the bulletin boards, and 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

generally spread the word about the mee · g to their co-workers. WSNA also made person-

to-person phone calls to invite almost 70 RNs to the meeting, including non-members. A 

copy of the announcement is attached as E 

13. On or about February 3, 011, WSNA held a Local Unit Officer meeting 

where there was discussion about the 'NA v. Evergreen and Pugh et a/. v. Evergreen 

11 lawsuits. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

14. On February 11, 2011, SNA publicly posted an announcement on its 

website, informing RNs that WSNA and E ergreen had agreed to settle the rest break lawsuit. 

This announcement also informed RNs th t a meeting about the settlement would be held on 

February 17, 2011, at Evergreen. This se ement announcement was also e-mailed to RNs at 

Evergreen. A copy of this announcement i attached as Exhibit F. 

15. On February 17, 2011, W NA held a meeting at meeting at Evergreen to 

19 provide information and answer questions bout the settlement. WSNA representatives were 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

present for eight hours in order to acco date the various schedules of Evergreen RN s. At 

the meeting, RNs were told about how t ey could refuse to accept settlement money and 

could pursue wage claims on their own, in luding through the Pugh v. Evergreen lawsuit. At 

this meeting, WSNA distributed a "Settl ent Information" sheet to RNs. This "Settlement 

Information" sheet provided details about the policy change and back wage aspects of the 

Declaration of Christine Himmelsbach -
Case No. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 

LAW OFFICES OF 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

settlement, but also emphasized in bold riot, "However, you may refuse the settlement 

money that Evergreen will offer you an press your own claim for back wages." A copy 

of the "Settlement Information" sheet is att ched as Exhibit G. 

16. Also at the February 17, 2 11, meeting at Evergreen was Debra Pugh, one of 

the class representatives in the Pugh v. E ergreen lawsuit. At the meeting Pugh shared her 

opinion as to WSNA's settlement, and distributed a handout encouraging RNs not to 

participate in WSNA's settlement and info ing them of the Pugh et al. v. Evergreen lawsuit. 

A copy of this handout is attached as Exhi it H. 

17. Several RNs who could no make it to the meetings called WSNA to speak to 

11 representatives and learn about the WSNA . Evergreen lawsuit. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

18. On March 8, 2011, a "Com assion Fatigue Workshop" was held at Evergreen, 

where there was discussion about the 'NA v. Evergreen and Pugh et a/. v. Evergreen 

lawsuits. Another "Settlement Informatio " document was distributed at this meeting. This 

document also detailed how RNs could op -out of the WSNA v. Evergreen settlement. A copy 

of the document that was distributed is att hed as Exhibit I. 

19. WSNA is preparing to m il a letter to all RNs affected by the WSNA v. 

19 Evergreen settlement explaining the settl ent and describing how RNs can opt out of the 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

settlement. A copy of the letter is attached as Exhibit J. 

20. WSNA has also publicly po ted the settlement agreement on its website. 

II 

II 

II 
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1 I declare under penalty of peijury der the laws of the State of Washington that the 

2 foregoing statements are true and correct. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

SIGNED at~1tlo 

Declaration of Christine Himmelsbach - 6 
Case No. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 

l t'-\ 0 day ofMarch, 2011. 

~~ 
Christine Himmelsbach, MN, RN 
Assistant Executive Director of Labor 
Relations for WSNA 

LAW OFFICES OF 
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Evergreen Nurses Need Their Rest Breaks! 

If this email does not display 
To ensure receipt of our email, 

Please do not 

P:vergreen Jfospita{ :MC 'W_S'.W)f Loca{ Vnit 

Uninterrupted breaks are about your safety and 
fatigue may negatively impact your safety as 
staffing to ensure you have the resources to 
of missed breaks puts hospitals on notice that 
consequences. 

WSNA believes that not all Evergreen nurses are 
correctly compensated when a break is missed. 
your rights, your safety and your patient's safety. 

If you have questions or any information you feel 
Nurse Rep, Sara Frey at sfrey@wsna.org. 

The Washington State Nurses Association 
575 Andover Park West. Suite 101 
Seattle. WA. 98188 
206-575-7979 
WSNA Web Site i Privacy Policy 

, please view our online version. 
newsletter@wsna .org to your address book. 

to th1s automatic e-mail. 

Page 1 of 1 

safety of your patients. If you are not well rested, 
that of your patients. This is really about adequate 

leave your patients for an uninterrupted break. Payment 
r nurses need to get their breaks or there will be 

afforded the breaks they are due and are not being 
have therefore. initiated a lawsuit in order to protect 

be helpful, please feel free to contact your WSNA 

09/2212010 

http://wsna.informz.net/WSNA/archives/archive 1 027334.html 3/7/26h039 
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Do You Have Questions About the Rest Break Page 1 of 1 

If this email does not display , please view our online version. 
To ensure receipt of our email, newsletter@wsna.org to your address book. 

Please do notre 1 to this automatic e-mail. 

P.'CJergreen Jfospita[ d, :MC 'vV.S.W.A Loca[ 

DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE BREAK LAWSUIT? 

Please join WSNA and its legal council for an infr''"''"'ti.nn<> session. If you would like to hear more about 
this important issue, have information you would · to share with us, or have questions, this is your 
opportunity! We want to hear from you and want make sure all of your questions are answered. 

DATE: October 19, 2010 

TIME: 
7:30 -10:00 am and 3:00- 5:00pm 

LOCATION: 
Madison House (across from Evergreen to the 
12215 NE 128th St, Kirkland, WA 98034 

Coffee and Tea will be provided. 

WSNA realizes these times may not ::.r.,r.nrnrrlnrll::.tl> everyone's needs. If you are unable to attend, please 
feel free to contact your WSNA Nurse Rep, Sara at 206-575-7979, ext. 3039 or 
sfrey@wsna.org 

The Washington State Nurses Assoc1at1on 
575 Andover Park West. Suite 101 
Seattle. WA 98188 
206-575-7979 
WSNA Web Site I Privacy Policy 

http:/ /wsna. informz.net/WSN A/archives/archive 1 0623 62.htrnl 

10/12/2010 
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From: Debra Pugh, RN 
Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 2010 5:53 AM 
To: Grp Evergreen RNs 
Subject: 

Good Morning: 
To those of you who do not know m , I am a staff nurse in the ER. Are you tired of 

never getting all of your breaks or lunc es? Aren't you tired of Evergreen utilizing 
your free labor and not paying the ove ime for these missed breaks?This is YOUR 
money and what Evergreen is doing s wrong!!! I have filed a class action against 
Evergreen (this is separate from WSN 's lawsuit) and all staff at Evergreen are able 
to join the class action by simply by ca ling the attorney handling the case. Her name 
is Annette and she works at: 

Breskin Johnson & Townsend PLLC 
1111 Third A venue, Suite 2230 
Seattle, W A 98101 
(206) 652-8660 

You can also call me if you have any q estions at 425-582-7678/253-298-1560 ore 
mail otplpete@aol.com. Please pass is on toRN's who no longer work at 
Evergreen as well as techs and ancilla staff. 

Debra Pugh, RN, MSN 
Emergency Department 
Evergreen Hospital 

A-043 
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If this email does not display 
To ensure recetpt of our ema11, I 

Please do not 

y, please view our online version. 
newsletter@wsna .org to your address book. 

to this automatic e-mail. 

Evergreen Hospital WSNA Local Unit 
DeceMber 3 2010 

In this Issue 
- Letter from your LU Chair 

- Use Of Hospital Computers In The Workplace 

-IPADS 

-What is the Safe Staffing Committee? 

-Get lnvolvedl 

- Breaks and Lunches 

- Get to Know WSNA 

- Discipline on the Rise! 

- Weingarten Rights! 

-Recent Wins!l 

-Your To Do List 

Letter from your LU. Chair 

Your Local Unit Leadership Team sends you 
I hope you have had a safe, happy, and 

wishes. Personally, 
c:>~l.,,nm•>r. It is hard to 

the hospital to 
contract". 

believe that one year ago we were in n"'"''+i<>+i"'"" 
update our Collective Bargaining agreement or 

A great deal of effort went into these ""''" .... ., ... +;,"'"' and in the end your 
negotiating team, along with WSNA and the hospital's 
team recommended approval and acceptance. you to read your 
contract, understand what it means, and embrace opportunities for 
involvement described within. Specific opportuniti are described as 
follows. YES! Your time is paid while attending committees. 
There is a lot going on in our hospital, and we staff nurses from 
EVERY unit to volunteer on the following comm 

Patient Care Committee• 
Conference Committee• 
Nurse Staffing Committee 
Grievance Officer 
Membership Committee 
*Minutes from these meetings are posted o 
Human Resources, Union Bargaining ,_ ..... ~,.+ .. 

http://wsna.informz.net/WSNA/archives/archive ll56533.html 

December 2010 

Local Unit Officers 
Karen Ketner, Chair 
Darla Mihovitich. Secretary 
Cynthia Collette, Treasurer 
Susan Dunlap, Grievance 
Gerrianne Nicholls, Grievance 

WSNA Nurse Representative 
Sara Frey 
(206) 575-7979, Ext. 3039 
sfrey@wsna.org 

Upcoming Events 

Nurse Legislative Day 
February 14, 2010, Olympia, WA 

WSNA Convention 
April 28-29. 2011 
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Committee meetings. We encourage you o read them. The 
meeting minutes should give you a greate understanding of the 
nature of the different committees, how yo could have your 
VOICES heard, and help you figure out w ere you might 
volunteer your time and effort. 

Your Leadership Team is OPEN for suggestions. What is important to 
you? What facet(s) of Nursing (at EHMC or in ge eral) would you like 
to explore in greater depth? Would you like to in ite a guest speaker to 
a Local Unit Meeting? Travel to Olympia and pa icipate in a legislative 
session? Opportunities are boundless. I believe hat you get back 
what you give in this life. In addition, many hand make little work. 

Today we have the possibility to create a unique N environment at 
EHMC. This can only be achieved with an engag d membership. 
Attached are the Unit Representative and Leade hip Team lists. 
Contact us! 

Sincerely, 

Karen Ketner RN 
Local Unit Chair 

Use Of Hospital Computers In The Wo kplace 

WSNA is concerned about you being disciplined ~ r things you say on
line or in email. Our advice is to confine the use f computers at work 
to the job you are doing. Do not use hospital co uters for personal 
business or to address a work place problem. M nagement does 
monitor the use of their computer systems. Ther may be computers 
in the break room but don't be fooled into thinking those are not 
monitored as well. 

Management Can: 

• Red Flag specific sites. 
• Generate detailed reports that state how lo g you were on the 

computer and what site you were on. 
• Tell what computer you used. 

If you leave a computer signed on under your pas word, someone else 
may write something or visit an inappropriate site nd you will be held 
accountable. 

WSNA cares about our nurses. We do not want t see you 
disciplined! It is happening more and more. 

WSNA also encourages you to post responsibly o social networking 
pages. The best rule is, just don't discuss work o line. Believe it or 
not, managers are spending their valuable work ti e checking those 
websites instead of focusing on what's going on in their unit! 

Additionally, we are finding an increase of nurses eing disciplined for 
inappropriate use of hospital email. Most frequen y, issues arise when 
email chains via the "reply all" option start circulati g. Just use 
common sense when it comes to what should be iscussed in work 
emails and be aware of the "tone" of emails when itting that "reply all" 
button. It is much easier for misunderstandings to arise via written 
conversation than when talking in person. Manag ment is cracking 
down on those who do utilize this method to comp a in or ·gossip." The 

http://wsna.informz.net/WSNNarchives/archivc 1156533.html 

Hilton Seattle Airport & 
Conference Center 

Page 2 of8 

17620 International Blvd, Seattle, 
WA 
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best approach would be to only deal with official h spital business via 
hospital email. 

I PADS 

If you have purchased an I pad and were denied re bursement after 
submitting your educational expenses, please con ct your Nurse Rep, 
Sara Frey. sfrey@wsna.org 

What Is the Safe Staffing Committee? 

In 2008, the legislature enacted House Bill E2SHB 3123.SL. You can 
Google "E2SHB 3123.SL" to read the entire bill. H re is a small excerpt 
from the bill: 

"2) In order to protect patients and to suppo greater retention of 
registered nurses, and to promote evidenc based nurse 
staffing, the legislature intends to establish mechanism 
whereby direct care nurses and hospital ma agement shall 
participate in a joint process regarding deci ·ons about nurse 
staffing. n 

Your help is needed on this committee! This is pai time. This is your 
time to help shape the staffing models you are wor ing with. If you are 
interested in attending, please contact one of your ocal Unit Officers 
or Nurse Rep, Sara Frey. 

Get Involved! 

We want to hear from you!! What would you like to learn at local unit 
meetings? How can we better communicate with y u? Do you feel 
you can participate in the Staffing Committee, Con renee Committee, 
or Safety Committee? Who would be willing to vol nteer to be a unit 
representative? Unit representatives are the eyes nd ears of the 
Local Unit Officers, and they can assist us by infor ing us when 
something is "just not right" on their unit. Concerns may relate to 
general work environment issues, schedules, or ot er issues nurses on 
your unit have. The unit representative contacts th local unit officer 
about the unit's concerns to make them aware. Th unit representative 
is the expert for their unit's working environment, b t the time 
commitment you would need to make is minimal. e could use your 
help! 

Breaks and Lunches 

We are making great progress on the lunch and br ak issue that has 
been of vital concern in WSNA's legislative efforts. As you are aware, 
we have moved forward with a lawsuit against seve al area hospitals 
including Evergreen, Tacoma General and Good S maritan. We 
recently held an informational session for Evergree . If you have 
questions or were not able to attend, please conta your Nurse Rep 
Sara Frey at (206) 575-7979, ext. 3039 or sfre w na.or . 
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Read about two significant victories at WSNA we ite - 1) A lawsuit 
was decided in our favor at Sacred Heart Medical enter where nurses 
were not getting their full break periods--now a se lement must be 
decided upon, and 2) An arbitrator's decision wen with us at the 
University of Washington, acknowledging that the mployer must 
ensure nurses get their full, uninterrupted rest bre ks-the employer 
has been obligated to track when and if each nurs gets a break. 
These wins are precedent-setting, and we hope th y will help to 
promote better nurse staffing levels in all Washin on hospitals before 
long. Staffing is of major interest to you all, we kn . Please contact 
us with any other interests you have. so we can a end to your 
concerns! 

Fatigue is dangerous for nurses and patients 

Nurses working long hours lead to an incre se in medical and 
medication errors. Full uninterrupted rest a d meal breaks are 
critical for nurses to maintain the mental al rtness and focus 
required to provide safe and quality patient are for the duration 
of a shift. 

Intermittent breaks aren't breaks at all! 

Brief interruptions in work - such as chartin , conferring with 
colleagues, going to the bathroom, or gettin a drink of water
do not provide enough rest during a shift. !aiming these 
intermittent breaks are adequate is detrime tal to patient safety 
and nurse well-being. 

Model of Care Changes at Evergreen- mportant!! 

As you know, WSNA is closely following the chan s to the Silver 
Tower Model of Care as well as changes in staffin in other 
departments. We are awaiting arbitration regardin the process 
utilized in making these changes as we do not agr e that Evergreen 
has followed the contract in making these change . 

WSNA has already heard from nurses that they ar not getting breaks 
and have to stay hours past the end of their shift t complete their 
work. We NEED to hear from you! There are thin s you can do to 
help us with addressing the problems that arise as a result of this 
massive change in your practice. 

First, you will find "Assignment Despite Objection" orms on your unit. 
PLEASE fill these out after each shift if you ex peri nee any of the 
issues listed such as; insufficient support staff, ina equate nurse to 
patient ratio, any missed rest breaks, etc. You m give a copy to 
your manager but at the very least. please fax a co y to the WSNA 
Nurse Rep Sara Frey. Do not include patient ident ing information 
but enough information to explain what kept you fr m being able to 
safely practice. 

Please be sure to accurately record and account f r all missed breaks 
and to accurately clock all time worked. This is ve important that 
everyone is documenting so there is an accurate p ure of actual time 
needed by staff to complete assignments. Please I so follow your 
proper chain of command that Evergreen requires i terms of reporting 
issues. 

It is important that each and everyone of you fill o 
you encounter problems with the launch of the ne 
information will be utilized to help support the con 
manager may tell you that Evergreen does not r 

these forms should 
model. This 
rns you have. Your 
nize these forms. 
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Utilization of these forms is a union protected acti y and serve as a 
tool to communicate legitimate practice concerns. 

PLEASE FAX COMPLETED FORMS TO: y, WSNA Nurse 
Rep, fax# 206-575-1908 

If you need more forms or have questions, please ntact me. 

Get to Know WSNA 

Do you know that information related to WSNA an your Local Unit at 
Evergreen is just a few key strokes away? By goi g to the WSNA 
website, you can gain access to a wide range of in ormation on your 
union, including how you are represented in Olym ia at the legislative 
sessions and issues related to nursing practice un er the Nurse 
Practice Act. Educational opportunities are poste here as weN, in 
addition to current concerns such as information r lated to the flu, 
WSNA's position on healthcare reform and more r cently links for 
nurses interested in helping with relief efforts in H "ti. Also, surveys 
are often posted at the website to gather pertinent nformation related 
to the work environment. 

As a member of WSNA, it is important to periodica ly check out your 
own Local Unit information. All you need to do is ick on "Find Your 
Local Unit" or "Labor Relations· on the top tab. Th n scroll down to 
Evergreen under the Seattle Area listing. Under y ur Local Unit page 
you will find the names and contact information for your Local Unit 
Officers. We are your representatives in the Unio and represent you 
during contract negotiations, at Conference Comm ee each month 
and during a grievance or disciplinary action if ne ssary. The 
information on your Local Unit page also includes our WSNA contract, 
previous newsletters published and topics pertinen to your work 
environment such as missed breaks and meals. e encourage you to 
talk to us regarding concerns that you may have o contact your Nurse 
Representative at WSNA directly. Empower yours If with knowledge 
and discover the importance of being part of a pro~ ssion that makes 
you more than "just a nurse." 

Discipline on the Rise! 

We at WSNA are monitoring the number of nurses being disciplined, as 
it seems that the number is on the rise. Discipline hould be for just 
cause only and should be instructive and progressi e in nature. That 
usually means that the least punitive discipline is g en out for a first 
offense, unless the action being disciplined is very erious. In other 
words, if the breach of a policy or rule is your first i fraction and has 
caused little or no harm, you should not be given a nal written 
warning, a suspension or a termination. The hospi I may disagree
they may consider something "serious" when we d not, but contact 
your Local Unit Grievance Officer and talk it over w them if you feel 
you have been unfairly disciplined. The issue may ot have been 
thoroughly investigated or there are other factors li e inadequate 
staffing that may have contributed. 

No one should be targeted, when others have simi I r behavior and are 
not even reprimanded or given any discipline at all. Let us know right 
away if you feel you have been singled out, if you h ve been 
disciplined, or have been treated unfairly in some y; you may 
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choose to file a grievance if this is the case. Often, the facts listed in 
the discipline are not accurate. There are timeline to be able to 
dispute any type of discipline so it is important to ntact someone 
immediately. Even if you choose not to pursue a g ·evance, you always 
have the option to place a rebuttal to any disciplin in your personnel 
file. 

What happens if I don't dispute the discipline? If y u continue to 
receive progressive discipline. you risk of being te inated. Any 
undisputed discipline will likely be considered ace rate as you did not 
dispute it when it was given. It is important to con ct us immediately 
so we can help you to understand your options. e hear all too often 
from nurses who are in the final stages of disciplin and they did not 
contact us earlier to dispute an earlier inaccurate ocument. 

Please contact us if you are disciplined! Additions ly, it is even more 
importantto have adequate representation during he investigatory 
phase. Below is more information regarding your eingarten Rights: 

Weingarten Rights! 

Before discussing your Weingarten Rights, yo must know what 
an "investigatory meeting is." 

An investigatory interview is when you are asked t attend a meeting 
with your manager or director about any issue that you are involved 
with that could possibly lead to disciplinary action. This can include 
tardiness, overtime, patient complaints, peer com aints, etc. You can 
ask at the beginning of the meeting, "Is this a mee ing that is 
disciplinary or that can lead to disciplinary action?" If they answer 
"Yes• then you have the right to ask for representa ion. If they say "No" 
and indicate that you don't need anyone, listen ca fully to what is 
being discussed. If it starts to feel like it is discipli e, you have the right 
to invoke your Weingarten rights. 

Remember your WEINGARTEN RIGHTS • it is u der the Supreme 
Court's Weingarten decision, when an investig tory interview 
occurs, the following rules apply: 

Rule 1 - The employee must make a clear request for union 
representation before or during the interview. The mployee cannot be 
punished for making this request. (Note: If you ask the employer, "do I 
need union representation?" the answer may be n . It is up to you to 
make the statement that you want union represent tion.) Remember, 
management is not an appropriate representative o if they offer you 
the nursing supervisor or someone else to sit with ou, that is not 
adequate. 

Rule 2 - After the employee makes the request, th employer must 
choose among three options. The employer must ither: 

a. Grant the request and delay questioning un il the union 
representative arrives and has a chance to onsult privately with 
the employee; or 

b. Deny the request and end the interview im ediately; or 
c. Give the employee a choice of: 1) having t e interview without 

representation, or 2) ending the interview 

Rule 3 - If the employer denies the request for uni n representation 
and continues to ask questions. it commits an unfa r labor practice and 
the employee has a right to refuse to answer. The mployer may not 
discipline the employee for such a refusal. So ... if ailed into a meeting 
with management, read the following (or present t e Weingarten card) 
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to the management when the meeting begins. "IF HIS DISCUSSION 
COULD IN ANY WAY LEAD TO MY BEING DISCI LINED OR 
TERMINATED, OR AFFECT MY PERSONAL WO KING 
CONDITIONS, I RESPECTFULLY REQUEST TH T MY UNION 
REPRESENTATIVE BE PRESENT AT THIS MEE lNG. WITHOUT 
REPRESENTATION PRESENT, I CHOOSE NOT 0 PARTICIPATE 
IN THIS DISCUSSION." Please contact one of yo r local unit officers 
or Nurse Rep immediately if a situation arises whe e you need to use 
your Weingarten rights. 

Why do I need representation? 

You need to take a representative from WSNA in ~ r meetings that are 
disciplinary or that could lead to discipline. The pe on's role is to take 
notes of what you say and what your manager say . Usually these 
meetings are emotional for the RN involved. After alking out of the 
director or manager's office, often the RN doesn't member all that 
was said, how it was said, and what was agreed t , etc. Having a note 
taker can also prevent the "He Said/She Said" situ tions. The 
representative can also help you clarify confusing uestions. 

Who can represent me? 

Your first choice is your Local Unit Grievance Offi rs. To contact 
them, call WSNA or the officers directly. If the Gri vance Officers are 
not available, one of the other Local Unit Officers n attend. If they 
are not available, you can have a bargaining unit N. If you can't find 
someone from your bargaining unit, find anyone th t can write notes for 
you. Your WSNA Nurse Rep can also attend with ou. (800) 231-
8482, Ext. 3039, 

If they keep asking questions, can I leave? 

No, stay at the meeting, but do not answer questio s until your 
representative has a chance to arrive. If you walk ut, you can be 
disciplined for insubordination. Let them know, "I ill listen but I'm 
going to withhold any comment until I can get are resentative. 

Recent Wins II 

We have had a variety of grievances filed this past year. The majority 
we have been able to resolve satisfactorily throug the grievance 
process. Some of these involved pay issues, disci line or other. One 
in particular was set for arbitration and we were ab e to negotiation a 
very favorable resolution for the nurse involved pri r to going to 
arbitration! 

Your To Do List 

READ= Be informed! Postcards, Newsletters, AN , NFN, WSNA 
Website, Washington Nurse, and American Nurse. 

ATTEND= Local Unit meetings, give us YOUR inp t! Contact an 
officer for information regarding future meetings. 

COMMUNICATE = your concerns. 

GET INVOLVED = There is a place for everyone a d there are 

http://wsna.informz.net/WSNA/archives/archive_ 156533.html 
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numerous opportunities to participate in activities ~at affect your 
professional practice! 

The Washington State Nurses Association 
575 Andover Park West. Suite 101 
Seattle. WA 98188 
206-575-7979 
WSNA Web Site I Privacy Policy 

Unsubscribe From This Mailina Lis 1 Unsubscribe From All Email from WSNA 

POWERED BY 

infotrtn'Zr.-.. iMIS 

http://wsna.informz.net/WSNA/archives/archive 1156533.html 
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WSNA/Evergreen Hospital & MC 
Wa,\·hington Swte N~,rses Associatton 

FREE Dinner! 
Your Local Unit wants to buy you dinner at Wilde Rover on the Kirkland waterfront! 
Where: 1 I l Central Woy, Kirkland, W/-, 98033 
When. Wednesday, January 12: 2011 , 5:00pm until 8:00pm 
Why? After a long hol1day season, t1 is time to focus on YOUI 
Come find out: What is happening with the Rest Break lawsuit, 

What you con do to combat retaliation from administration, 
What ro do if you are NOT receiving ALL of your breaks, 
What negative consequences may impact YOU from the recent staffing changes, 
What you con do to increase your power as a bargaining unit, 
The financial & practical benefits of membership you may not know about 

In attendance will be: YOUR Local Unit Elected Officers 
WSNA Asst. Exec. Dir. of Labor Relot1ons Christine Himmelsbach MN 1 RN 
WSNA Labor Law Attorney Carson Gltckman-Fiora 
YOUR WSNA Nurse Representative Sara Frey BSN, RN 
YOUR WSNA Nurse Organ1zer T oro Goode BA BSN, RN 

RSVP with Irene Mueller@ 206-575-7979 Ext 01 imueller@wsna.org. Space is limited to the first 50. 
Questions? Contocl WSNA Nurse Organ1zer Tara Goode at 206-575 .. 7979 Ext 3038 or igoode@wsna.org 

Hl/IH.oll 

Contact us at 1.800.231.8482 or e-mail wsna@wsna.org or visit our web site at www.wsna.org 
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Landmark Settlement Over Nurse Rest Breaks Page 1 of I 

If this email does not display 
To ensure receipt of our email, 

Please do not 

f£vergreen J{ospital:MC W.S.1V)1 Loca{Vnit 

WSNAand Eve 
Landmark Settleme 

We are proud to announce that WSNA 
agreement to settle WSNA's lawsuit over 

, please view our online version. 
newsletter@wsna .org to your address book. 

to this automatic e-mail. 

Hospital Execute 
Over Nurse Rest Breaks 

Evergreen have just entered into an 
ssed rest breaks for nurses at Evergreen. 

This settlement not only includes n~, .. m.onrl for rest breaks missed in the past, but also sets 
forth sweeping changes to the way rest are handled at Evergreen. WSNA and 
Evergreen have agreed to implement changes in timekeeping, payroll, and 
policy that are designed to ensure that ta rest breaks is the norm, that you are 
appropriately staffed to allow for breaks that nurses are properly compensated when 
rest breaks are missed_ 

WSNA representatives will be on-site to nnr1'11 ~"1 "' information and answer questions about 
this historic agreement on Thursday, Feb 17, 2011 in Room Tan 136 from 6-
10a.m. and 2-6p.m. 

Come be one of the first nurses at ~'1"'rr,r.:l<=>n to know about the new agreement and how 
it will benefit you personally! 

The Washington State Nurses Association 
575 Andover Park West, Suite 101 
Seattle. WA 98188 
206-575-7979 
WSNA Web Site I Privacy Policy 

Unsubscribe From This Mailing List 1 Unsubscribe From All Email from WSNA 

http://wsna.informz.net/WSNA/archives/archive _ 286966.html 
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WSNA •'· Evergreen Hospital- ETTLEMENT INFORMATION 

On February 10,2011, representatives from WSNA a d Evergreen Hospital agreed to settle WSNA's rest break 
lawsuit. Evergreen agreed to a new rest break policy at will revolutionize the way nurses at Evergreen take 
rest breaks. WSNA hopes that Evergreen's new syste will set the standard for other hospitals in Washington 
to follow! We will need to work together to hold Eve green accountable to the new rest break procedures. 

Overview 

• Evergreen will begin recording and paying for missed rest breaks, and will pay some back wages for its 
failure to pay for rest breaks in the past. 

• Evergreen managers will adopt procedures to sure nurses receive rest breaks and conduct training on 
the new rest break procedures. 

• Evergreen will promptly investigate any accus tion of retaliation against nurses for exercising their 
rights under this settlement. 

New System to Track Missed Breaks 

• Evergreen will keep records of missed breaks d will modify its Time and Attendance System to 
provide a method for nurses to record missed reaks. 

• Evergreen will indicate how many rest breaks a nurse is entitled to for each shift. 

• Nurses will be able to mark missed rest break in the Time and Attendance System. 

• Evergreen will provide WSNA department-le el data regarding missed rest breaks upon request. 

New Policies for Missed Breaks 

• Evergreen will compensate nurses for missed reaks. Missed rest breaks will be treated as hours worked 
and will be compensated at 15 minutes straigh time. If the missed rest break extends beyond the normal 
work day as defined in the collective bargaini g agreement, the missed break will be compensated at 15 
minutes at the overtime rate. 

• If compensation for a missed break is denied, he supervisor will state a reason in the Time and 
Attendance System, and both the nurse and W NA will be notified. 

• Paychecks will reflect payments for missed br aks in a separate category if feasible and practicable for 
Evergreen's payroll system. 

• If a rest break is interrupted during the first 1 minutes, nurses will have the option of taking a new 15-
mintue rest break, or the option of being paid or a missed break. If a rest break is interrupted after the 
first 10 minutes, nurses may resume and com Jete the remainder of the 15-minute break, or record a 
missed rest break. 

Back Wages for Missed Rest Breaks 

WSNA has negotiated for Evergreen Hospital to pay 375,000 as part of this settlement. This money will be 
distributed to nurses impacted by this settlement, incl ding fonner nurses who worked anytime between 
September 15, 2007 and the effective date of the Sett ment Agreement (the date that King County Superior 
Court approves the settlement) and used to pay assoc" ated legal costs such as court and attorneys fees. The 
funds will be prorated by the total number hours a nu se worked during the lawsuit time period. The back wages 
offered for a nurse who worked 4000 hours during th lawsuit time period will be twice as large as for a nurse 
who worked 2000 hours. However, you may refuse the settlement money that Evergreen will offer you 
and press your own claim for back wages. 

If you have any questions, please contact your WSN Local Unit Officers or your 

WSNA Nurse Representative, Sara Frey at 206-575- 979 ext. 3039 
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The Truth ab ut the Settlement 

1. WSNA calculated that nurs s are owed over $1 million or more for 
past, unpaid rest breaks, but are settling out your claims for less than 
30 cents on the dollar. 

2. Nurses may be owed thous nds of dollars and as much as over a 
million dollars more than the union's damages calculation. 

3. This is a "sweetheart deal" f r Evergreen at your expense. 

4. WSNA is getting a quick d al with Evergreen because it is suing 
hospitals all over the state a d wants to use the deal with Evergreen 
to get other hospitals to settl with them quickly. 

5. WSNA is doing this so it ca get the rest break policy changes going 
forward which don't amou to anything more than what the law 
requires Evergreen to do. 

7. The changes may actually take away something already in the 
collective bargaining agree ent, i.e. 15 minute rest breaks, not 10 
minute breaks. 

8. WSNA could have enforced the CBA 15 minute rest break provision 
anytime it wanted to in the p stand didn't. 

9. Under the Settlement agree ent you will have to give up your right to 
full payment for all missed re t breaks to get anything. 

10. But you have other options an this settlement. There is a different, 
Class action, lawsuit that ha been filed in King County Superior 
Court seeking full payment r all rest breaks that does not involve 
WSNA. 
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WSNA v. Evergreen Hospital- SETTLEMENT INFORMATION 

On February 10, 2011, representatives fro WSNA and Evergreen Hospital agreed to settle WSNA's 
rest break lawsuit. Evergreen agreed to a new re t break policy that will revolutionize the way nurses at 
Evergreen take rest breaks. Evergreen will begin ecording and paying for missed rest breaks, and will pay 
some back pay for its failure to pay for rest breaks the past. WSNA hopes that Evergreen's new system will 
set the standard for other hospitals in Washington to follow! 

WSNA determined that the settlement was in the best interest of the nurses at Evergreen because it 
provides for improvements that the lawsuit could ot achieve. The best that a court would have ordered, if it 
would have found in favor of WSNA, would be oney damages and an injunction ordering the hospital to 
comply with the law for missed rest breaks. A court ould not have ordered the specific changes in timekeeping, 
payroll, and policy provided by this settlement a eement. Additionally, the settlement agreement will be 
implemented on June 1, 2011 - while pursing a law uit to the finish may have taken years. 

The specific terms of the settlement with Ev rgreen Hospital include: 

• Evergreen managers will adopt procedures 
to assure nurses receive rest breaks 

• Evergreen will keep records of missed 
breaks and will modify its Time and 
Attendance System to provide a method for 
nurses to record missed breaks 

• Evergreen will indicate how many rest 
breaks a nurse is entitled to for each shift 

• Nurses will be able to mark missed rest 
breaks in the Time and Attendance System 

• Evergreen will compensate nurses for 
missed breaks. Missed rest breaks will be 
treated as hours worked and will be 
compensated at 15 minutes straight time. If 
the missed rest break extends beyond the 
normal work day as defined in the collective 
bargaining agreement, the missed break will 
be compensated at 15 minutes at the 
overtime rate. 

• If compensation for a missed break is 
denied, the supervisor will state a reason in 
the Time and Attendance System, and both 
the nurse and WSNA will be notified. 

• Paychecks will reflect payments for missed 
breaks in a separate category if feasible and 
practicable for Evergreen's payroll system 

• If a rest break is interrupted during the first 
10 minutes, nurses will have the option of 
taking a new 15-mintue rest break, or being 
paid for a missed break. If a rest break is 
interrupted after the first 10 minutes, nurses 
may resume and complete the remainder of 
the 15-minute break, or record and be paid 
for a missed rest break. 

• Evergreen will promptly investigate any 
accusation of retaliation against nurses for 
exercising their rights under this settlement. 
If retaliation is found, Evergreen will 
provide re-training to ensure that retaliation 
does not recur. 

• Evergreen will provide WSNA department
level data regarding missed rest breaks 
upon request 

• Concerns about departments with excessive 
missed rest breaks or compliance with this 
settlement will be brought to the Conference 
Committee 

• Evergreen will conduct training on the new 
rest break procedures 

• A $325,000 Settlement for back wages for 
missed breaks, which will be distributed on 
an hourly pro rata basis (nurses who 
worked more hours over the past 3 years 
will receive a greater sum than those who 
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did not). WSNA expects the average 
settlement to be about $270. 

You have the option of participating in this s ttlement, or choosing not to participate in this settlement. 

If you choose to participate in this settlemen , you will be required to sign a release waiving your right to 
seek any further pay for rest breaks missed in the ast. If you participate in the settlement, you will receive a 
check with taxes and authorized deductions taken o t by Evergreen. 

If you choose not to participate in this settle ent, you will not be bound by the settlement, but you must 
return the check to Evergreen within sixty (60) day from the date you receive it. In order not to be bound by 
this settlement, you will be required to return the c ck, and to sign a form affirmatively refusing to participate 
in the settlement. 

WSNA views this settlement as a major bre through in our effort to guarantee that nurses throughout 
the state are able to take rest breaks. By its willin ess to recognize the importance of providing nurses the 
breaks they are owed under law, Evergreen Hospi al has distinguished itself as a leader among Washington 
hospitals. WSNA hopes that Evergreen's new syste will set the standard for other hospitals in Washington to 
follow! 
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W SHINGTON .STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
575 ANDOVER PARK WEST SUITE 101. SEATTLE WA 78188 206-575-7979 206·575·1708 fAX WWW.WSNA.ORG 

March 9, 2011 

Dear Evergreen RN: 

We are writing to inform you of a settlement in th lawsuit filed by the Washington State Nurses 
Association ("WSNA") and Evergreen Hospital. Las September, WSNA filed a state court lawsuit against 
Evergreen Hospital for Evergreen's failure to pay reg stered nurses for missed rest breaks, failure to assure that 
nurses receive their rest breaks, and failure to maintai a record keeping system of missed rest breaks. 

We are delighted to inform you that Evergre n has agreed to settle the lawsuit on terms that will 
permanently and positively change the way rest b eaks are handled at Evergreen. Evergreen will begin 
recording and paying for missed rest breaks, and will pay some back pay for its failure to pay for rest breaks in 
the past. Evergreen will also adopt procedures in ea h of its units to assure that RNs are able to take their rest 
breaks during their shifts while at the same time ens · ng patient safety with adequate staffing. WSNA hopes 
that Evergreen's new system will set the standard for ther hospitals in Washington to follow! As a result of the 
settlement, WSNA has dismissed its lawsuit against 

In the next few days, you will receive a letter fro Evergreen, along with a check for your portion of the 
settlement. Evergreen agreed to pay a total of$375,0 0 to settle the lawsuit and your portion of that amount is 
dependent on the number of hours you worked during the past three and one-half years. Those who worked 
full-time during this period will receive about $300. 

You have the option of participating in this settle ent, or choosing not to participate in this settlement. If 
you chose to participate, you must accept the check th t Evergreen will send you and release your right to sue 
Evergreen for failure to provide you with rest breaks. If you want to pursue your own lawsuit, or be a 
participant in another lawsuit against Evergreen forb kpay, you must return the check to Evergreen. Your 
check represents wages, and Evergreen has deducted ayroll taxes. If you do not want to waive your right to 
sue Evergreen for missed rest breaks, you must return he check to Evergreen within 60 days of receiving it. 

You may view the settlement online on WSNA's ebsite by going to the Evergreen unit page or by typing 
www.wsna.org into your browser. If you have any qu stions, you may call: Sara Frey, BSN, RN WSNA Nurse 
Representative at 206-575-7979, extension. 3039. 

Again, we are delighted that Evergreen has demon trated a conunitment to ensuring that RNs receive their 
rest breaks. We look forward to working with you to nsure that Evergreen's training program for its new rest 
break procedures are successful, and that all RNs recei e their rest breaks. 

Sincerely, 

~"ri'~ 
Christine Himmelsbach, MN, RN 
Assistant Executive Director of Labor 

J:\E&GW\FACILITJES\Evergreen Healthcare\Letters\Settlement L TR to Evergre n RNs.docx 
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Honorable Gregory P. Canova 
Hearing Date: September 9, 2011· 

ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED 

IN THE SUPERIOR CO OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
FOR KING COUNTY 

DEBRA PUGH and AARON BOW11AN n their 
own behalf and on behalf of all persons si1 ilarly 
situated, 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

EVERGREEN HOSPITAL MEDICAL C NTER 
afk/a KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPIT L 
DISTRICT #2, 

NO. 10-2-33125-5 SEA 

DECLARATION OF LORRAINE 
HODGINS IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE IN 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
CLASS CERTIFICATION 

14 Defendant. 
1+-------------------------~--,_----~ 
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Lorraine Hodgins declares the fol wing under penalty of pe1jury under the laws of the 

State ofWashington. 

1. I am employed by Evergre n Hospital Medical Center as a registered nurse in the 

pediatrics department and make this de laration of my personal knowledge. I have been 

employed at Evergreen since 1998. 

2. I was aware that two law uits were filed against Evergreen in 2010 regarding 

missed rest breaks. I received numerou communications from the Washington State Nurses 

Association ("WSNA") about its lawsuit against Evergreen. I also received an e-mail from 

24 
· Debra Pugh in November 2010 in which he informed me and other nurses of her class action 

25 lawsuit and invited me to contact her attm ey. 
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1 3. The WSNA kept me and other nurses informed about its lawsuit against 

2 Evergreen, and in February 2011, sent an -mail informing me and other nurses that the lawsuit 

3 was settled. In March 2011, I received a 1 er from the WSNA that informed me that Evergreen 

4 would soon be sending out settlement c ecks and that I had the option of choosing not to 

5 participate in the settlement. The letter w clear that if I accepted the settlement check, I would 

6 release my right to sue Evergreen regardin missed rest breaks, and that if I wanted to pursue my 

7 
own lawsuit against Evergreen or particip te in another lawsuit, I needed to return the check to 

8 
Evergreen. g in any respect. 

9 
4. Later in March, I received letter and a settlement check from Evergreen. The 

10 

11 
letter clearly described the purpose of th check and the consequences of signing the check. 

12 
Specifically, I understood that if I signed d cashed the check, I would be releasing the right to 

13 sue Evergreen regarding missed rest bre s. The letter informed me again of Debra Pugh's 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

lawsuit and that if I signed the check, I w uld not be able to participate in that lawsuit. On the 

back of the check was clea1· language that as consistent with the letter. It infonned me that by 

signing the check, I would release clai s against Evergreen regarding missed rest breaks. 

Although the letter encouraged me to seek legal counsel to review the settlement, I felt that I was 

able to make an informed decision to ace pt the settlement check. Further, although the letter 

made clear that Evergreen desired my a ceptance of the settlement, I felt no pressure from 

anyone at Evergreen. I signed and cashed he settlement check that I received. 

5. In early April2011, I recei ed a letter dated April4, 2011 from David E. Breskin 

of the Breskin Johnson & Townsend PLL law finn. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and 

correct copy of the letter. I was upset that y address was given to this attomey and did not (and 

do not) want to participate in the class act on lawsuit. Mr. Breskin's letter conveyed essentially 
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the same information as the letters I recei ed from the WSNA and Evergreen - if I cashed the 

settlement check from Evergreen, I could 1ot be a part of the class action lawsuit over missed 

rest breaks. 

SIGNED at Marysville, Washingto this __ day of August, 2011 

[Signature Page Attached] 
Lo1Taine Hodgins 
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1 the same information as the letters I rece :ved from the WSNA and Evergreen - if I cashed the 

2 settiement check from Evergreen, I coul not be a part of the class action lawsuit over missed 

3 rest breaks. 

5 

6 
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10 
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SIGNED at Marysville, Washingt thls al5 day of August. 2011 
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DECLARJ TION OF SERVICE 

The undersigned ce1iifies under penalty of pe1jury under the laws of the State of 

Washington that on August 26, 2011, I c ajl.sed service of the foregoing to the following counsel 

of record: 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs: 
David E. Breskin D via U.S. Mail 

Daniel F. Johnson D via Hand Deli very 

Annette Messitt D E-Service 

Breskin Johnson & Townsend, PLLC D via Facsimile 

1111 Third Avenue, Suite 2230 !g) via E-mail 

Seattle, WA 98101 D via Overnight Mail 

WSBA # 10607 - Breskin 
WSBA #27848- Johnson 
WSBA #33023 - Messitt 

Ph: 206-652-8660 
Fax: 206-652-8290 
Email: dbreskin@bjtlegal.com 

dj ohnson@bjtlegal. com 
amessitt@bjtlegal.com 

L----

Dated: August 26, 2011 

yJLc~.! 'hL. Uuc_ ·:_:, 
=-- a Lillian M. Cruz 

LIVENGOOD, FITZGERALD & ALSKOG 
121 THJRD A VENUE 
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4, 2011 

Lorraine Hodgins 

WA98 

Re: Pugh and Bowman, et al Evergreen Hospital (10-2-33125-5) 

Dear Lorraine Hodgins: 

We represent two Evergreen PO'IIat""'r"'~'~ Nurses, Debra Pugh and Aaron BowniaD, ~. ,. · · 
in a class action lawsuit against H ... r ... rn-rP<'~•n over missed rest breaks and meal·breaks. All 
current and former nurses would be of this class without the need to do 
anything or to retain an attorney to pro their claims. 

We are writing because we Ull(ier/statld that Evergreen has sent you checks from a 
different lawsuit brought by WSNA missed rest breaks. You cannot cash this check 
and be a part of the class action lawsuit missed rest breaks and we believe there are 
some very _good reasons why you not cash the check. 

First, the check likely represents 25% to 50% of the amount you are actually 
owed by law right now·by Evergreen ""'"''"'""'n any WSNA settlement, because the total 
amount Evergreen is paying nurses in checks is only about $300,000; yet Evergreen 
has admitted in sworn testimony in our that it calculated and assumed that it owed 
nurses a total of $600,000, in other twice the amount Evergreen is paying in the 
checks sent out. WSNA has told us they calculated and assumed that nurses were · 
owned over $1 million by Evergreen, other words over three times the amount 

Our own calculations based on time records we have suggest that you. are owed 
a minimum of four times or more the .,......,.,.,..,,ni' Evergreen is paying. We calculate that 
depending on your department and schedule, you could be entitled to a check worth 
several thousand dollars to as much as 10,000.00. Just by way of example, if you 
viraiked twelve 10-hour shifts per and missed just one break per shift, you would 
be owed approximately $2,800 for missed rest breaks over the past three years at 
straight time pay or approximately at overtime pay. 
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Second, the check sent to you byE ergreen does not include "double damages" 
that must be paid by law by an employer ho wrongly withholds such pay. In other 
words, it is likely that Evergreen would e to pay twice the amount of the check sent to 
you just by applying the "double damages' award owed by law. By way of the example 
provided above, if the "double damages'' ere applied, you would be owed 
approximately $5,600 for your missed res breaks over the last three years at straight time 

pay or approximately $8,400 at overtime ay. 

As you can see, as a member of th class action lawsuit, you may be able to 
recover substantially more than the amo t of the check you have been sent to give up 

your rights to missed rest breaks. 

Of course, we cannot guarantee result, but I can give you my learned opinion 
ha-ving been an employment lawyer in Se ttle for 31 years. If you want to be a member 
of the rest break class action, you should eturn the check back to Evergreen. If you cash 
the check then Evergreen will argue that ou cannot be a member of the class action. 

If you have any questions about t 'smatter, please give us a call at 206-652-8660. 

Sincerely, 
BRESKIN JOHNSON & TOWNSEND PLLC 

David E. Breskin 
Attotnf?Y at law 
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HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
8 IN AND FORT E COUNTY OF KING 

9 WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

10 NO. 10-2-32896-3 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPJT AL MEDICAL CENTER, 

PI intiff, 

Defen ant. 

Susan Hanser declares and states as follows: 

DECLARATION OF SUSAN 
HANSER IN SUPPORT OF 
JOINT MOTION TO APPROVE 
SETTLEMENT 

1. I am employed as a regist ed nurse ("RN") at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

19 Center ("Evergreen") and make the followi g statements based on my personal knowledge. 

20 2. My employment at Evergre n began in October 2001. I work in the Med/Surg 

21 unit. 

22 3. I believe there are approxim tely 40 RNs working in the Med/Surg unit. I 

23 work day shift, 7:00a.m. to 3:30p.m. My osition is .7 FTE. I am on an 8/80 shift. I work 

24 3 days one week and 4 days the following 

25 4. Med/Surg patients vary gr atly in acuity. We have medical patients who 

26 suffer from congestive heart failure, diab tes, and geriatric issues. Surgical patients vary 
Declaration of Susan Hanser - 1 LAw oFFicEs oF 

Case No. 10-2-32896-3 SEA scHwERil\CAMPsaL 
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from simple appendectomies to complicate surgeries requiring much more care. Generally, 

2 the ratio ofpatients is 5 to 1, but can go as igh as 6 to 1. 

3 5. I don't know of a policy for taking breaks in my unit. When I want to take a 

4 rest break or meal break, I check in with a other nurse and ask if they can watch my patients 

5 while I am gone and I do the same for othe nurses when I am asked. 

6 6. When I take a rest break or meal break I bring my phone with me. I 

7 frequently receive calls regarding my patie ts when I am on my meal break, but not usually 

8 when I take a rest break. 

9 7. I take a morning rest break bout 10% of the time. I rarely take an afternoon 

1 0 break. The other nurses on the Med/Surg nit take their rest breaks about 50% of the time. 

II Sometimes there is just no one available t watch my patients or I am just too busy to take a 

12 rest break. When I take rest breaks, I am not always able to complete my work during my 

13 shift and I have to stay and work overtim . I will not take a rest break if l feel my patients 

14 will not receive adequate care while I am g 

9. There is no way to report a issed rest break. 15 

16 1 0.. I think that the settlement greement between WSNA and Evergreen in this 

I7 case is fair and that WSNA has fairly rep sented me and my coworkers. I am surprised at 

18 how quickly WSNA was able to settle this issue. With the ratios of patients to nurses getting 

19 higher the time is ripe for this settlement. 

20 11. I think WSNA has done go d job of keeping members of the bargaining unit 

21 up to date on this issue. I received an e ail and a flyer over the weekend regarding the 

22 settlement. 

23 I attended the January 13th Unity inner, where we discussed the rest break lawsuit 

24 and the problems of the lack of rest breaks. 

25 

26 
I A W OFFICES OF 
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I declare under penalty of perjury nder the laws of the State of Washington that the 

2 foregoing statements are true and correct. 
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17 
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25 

26 

SIGNED at ~ rj6fv. ii"J Was ington, this fIt;; 
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Susan Hanser 

day of February, 2011. 
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HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

JN TilE SUPERIOR COURT F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND .FOR COUNTY OF KING 

WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPlTAL 
DlSlRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

NO. I 0-2-32896-3 

DECLARA TlON OF DARLA 
MlHOVILlCH 

I, Darla M.ihovilich, declare and sta as follows: 

l. I am employed as a regi red nurse ("RN'') at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

Center ("Evergreen") and make the followi 1g statements based on my personal knowledge. 

2. I have: bc:en an R'N with E ergreen for about 15 years. 1 work in the PACU 

(Pre Anesthesia Care Unit). 

3. PACU is staffed by RNs w rking shifts with staggered start times. PACU is 

not a 24 hour unit; at night and on week ds our unit has RNs on call. I work a day shift, 

from 5:30am to 2 pm. 

4. RNs in our unit nearly alw ys get their rest and lunch breaks. In my opinion, 

our unit is usually appropriately staffed; u Jikc some other units, we often have float nurses 

I.AW OFl'ICE.q l)f 
SC'HWER.rN C:AMI'Rm...T. 

who assist to relieve us for our rest and tun h breaks. 
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5. 

2 

1 have heard from cowor that some units, like the Family Maternity Center, 

edics, Spine, Neurology and Oncology), Acute 

3 Rehabilitation, the Hospice Care Center, e ICU (Critical Care Unit), the Progressive Care 

4 Unit, the NICU, the Pediatrics Unit, an the Home Health Care RNs, the nurses do tlot 

5 regularly get their rest breaks. 

6 6. 1 have heard that some units such as Critical Care; instruct their RNs to use the 

7 "buddy system'' to get their rest breaks. at means that they expect an RN to tell his or her 

8 "buddy" RN to cover their patients, in ad ilion to the buddy RN's own patients, while that 

9 RN takes a rest break. I have concerns a ut this system because some nurses, sl.lch as the 

10 ones in OSNO, may be assigned to 6 pat' nts each; and if 6 patients to one nurse has been 

11 deemed safe, it seems like it wou.ld be un fe for one nurse to go on break and leave another 

.12 nurse with 12 patients to care for, which w uld exceed the current staffing ratios. 

13 7. Evergreen's computerized t m.e system is called Laborworks; in that system l 

14 am able to note if I did not get a lunch b ak during a shift, then. a supervisor has to ok it in 

15 the system. l have heard that nurses also ave to fill out a lengthy form i.f they miss a lunch 

16 break. Missed rest breaks, on the other ha d, can't be recorded in the Laborwork.s system. 

17 8. 1 participated in the medi ted settlement discussions between WSNA and 

18 Evergreen Hospital on January 31, 2010. I had worked an on call night shill in the surgery 

19 recovery room the night before. 

20 9. Prior to the settlement disc ssionst l had participated in a unit dinner meeting 

21 to discuss the rest break lawsuit and retal ation concerns. One of the issues that the nurses 

22 spoke about (about 50 or so attended) was ressure f-elt not to take needed rest breaks because 

23 the obligation was on them to find cov rage; some also talked about being accused by 

24 management of mlsmanagin.g their time f they don't take their rest breaks. This doesn't 

25 happen in my unit, because there Evergre uses the float system so there is another qualified 

26 RN to cover my duties while I go on b eak. lt also works because we use a staggered 

I.~W OFPIC13S OP 
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schedule, and because ofthe type ofpopul tion of patients we care for (at any time we each 

2 have up to two patients in our care; each on is in our unit for about an hour). 

3 10. One of the issues during th mediation was how Evergreen would assure that 

4 nurses actually got their rest breaks. This i what is important to nurses- we want to be able 

5 to take rest breaks so that we can remain ert and error~free when on duty with our patients. 

6 Sometimes, it is simply impossible to get a rest break due to patient needs. ln the settlement, 

7 Evergreen promised to pay the higher ovc 'me rate for any missed rest break that results in a 

8 nurse working past her scheduled shift end time. My hope is, and I know it is also WSNA 's 

9 hope, that this will help ensure that Evergr provides nurses with rest breaks. 

10 ll. At the :settlement meeting, 1 as part of the discussion about what to settle for 

11 in terms of mo.ney. I don't think nurses re expecting any big payout. Even though some 

I 2 units~ like mine, gencraJJy get their rest bre ks, while others, like the ER, seem to usually not 

1.3 get rest breaks, the fact that Evergreen faile to keep any records of missed rest breaks means 

14 that about $300 per person based on the ours they worked seemed like as fair a way to 

15 distribute the settlement as possible, and co sideling Evergreen's commitments to resolve the 

16 problem going forward. 

17 12. My understanding, and what has been explained to the nurses at Evergreen by 

18 representatives from WSNA and its attorn. s, is that any nurse who does not want to waive 

1. 9 individual claims for back pay can simply all the check back to Evergreen and opt out of 

20 this settlement. 

21 13. l feel like WSNA was tryin to look out for our best interests and T think that 

22 WSNA will follow through with enforcing t e settlement. I think that this settlement is as fair 

23 as it can be given the situation. T think WS A has done a good job of keeping members up to 

24 date on this issue using emails, meetings, an mailings. 

25 

26 
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I declare under penalty of perjury ndor the laws of the State of Washington that the 

2 foregoing statements are true and correct. 
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SIGNED at /), f.Jl,LL . Was ington, this ,(2f4... day ofFcbruary, 2011. 
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HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
8 IN AND FORT E COUNTY OF KING 

9 WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

I 0 NO. I 0-2-32896-3 

II 

I2 

13 

14 

15 

I6 

17 

18 

19 

V. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

PI intiff, 

John Sincock declares and states a follows: 

DECLARATION OF JOHN 
SIN COCK 

I. I am employed as a regist red nurse ("RN") at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

20 Center ("Evergreen") and make the folio ng statements based on my personal knowledge. 

21 2. I have been an RN since I 92. My employment at Evergreen began in 2002 

22 in the Oncology Department, which was reorganized in 2004 into the Orthopedics, Spine, 

23 Neurology & Oncology ("OSNO") Dep rtment. I work in the Oncology section of the 

24 OSNO Department, which is located o the 61
h floor of the Hospital. The rest of the 

25 department is on the 71
h floor. 

26 
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3. Oncology is staffed by abo t 25 RNs working various shifts and a mix of part-

2 time and full-time. I work day shift, 7:00 .m. to 3:30p.m. 

3 

4 

5 

4. Oncology patients are mor complex than most orthopedic surgical patients. 

They have multiple system problems d extensive medical histories. Some require 

chemotherapy administration. to spend extra time teaching a new chemotherapy 

6 patient about the agent before administeri g it, and then has to stay with the patient in case 

7 there is an allergic reaction. There are als added duties for these patients because they need 

8 pre-meds-sometimes intravenously. Th s necessitates checking the medications from the 

9 pharmacy, reviewing doctor's orders and osage requirements, in addition to administering 

1 0 the medication. 

11 5. Until October of this year, ach shift in Oncology was staffed with four RNs 

12 and one nursing technician ("tech"), with one RN assigned to four patients. In October the 

13 Hospital adopted what it called a "new del of care" for our department and changed the 

14 staffing to three RNs and two techs per s itt, with each RN assigned to five to six patients, 

15 and the two techs covering 16 beds. In th new system, techs are assigned to take vital signs, 

16 a duty previously carried out by RNs for a I patients twice a shift. Even with this change, the 

17 increased patient load per nurse has incre sed our workload from 25 to 50 percent. Under 

18 the old model, there was a cap of three tients per nurse if a patient was receiving a new 

19 chemo agent for the first time; now ther is no cap. Electronic charting has added to the 

20 workload per patient. Most of the time I can only get the charting done for one patient 

21 during the shift, and have to work overtim to accomplish the rest of my charting. All of the 

22 nurses on my shift work from one-half to o hours after their shift in order to complete their 

23 work. 

24 6. When we had four nurses n the floor, nurses were paired up to cover each 

25 other for meal breaks. This buddy syst m was usually included on the assignment sheet 

26 
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which assigned nurses to patients and was istributed daily. This pairing does not work with 

2 three nurses per shift. Now I have to find another nurse to cover my patients so I can take a 

3 meal break. I have to make sure nothin complicated will be going on with any of my 

4 patients during that time. Most days I tak my meal break, but frequently it may not be until 

5 2:00 or 2:30 p.m., an hour or so before th end of my shift. The charge nurse usually makes 

6 

7 

8 

sure that nurses take their meal break. 

7. Missed meal breaks 

computerized time system, Laborworkx. 

ut once every six weeks or so I miss a meal break. 

recorded by entering a special code in our 

e are also required to fill out a form explaining 

9 the reason for missing the meal break (or fl r working any overtime) and have it signed by the 

10 charge nurse. The Hospital pays nurses for a missed meal break, and if that means time 

II worked for the day is over eight hours, th payrate is time and one-half. This shows up on 

12 my paycheck as overtime worked but is n identified specifically as a missed meal break. 

13 8. As with meal breaks, in o der to take a 15-minute rest break I need to find 

14 another nurse cover my patients. Once o twice a day, I cover for other nurses so they can 

15 take breaks. The covering nurse watches he call lights for the nurse on break and attends to 

16 patients' needs for medications or use oft e bathroom. 

17 9. There is no system for sch duling rest breaks; I just wait until there is a lull 

18 and try and find a nurse to cover for me. here is no procedure for recording rest breaks that 

19 are taken or missed. The Hospital does n t pay nurses for missed rest breaks. 

20 10. Most of the time I take my first rest break. This is important to me because I 

21 know I very possibly may not get my lun break until as late as 2:00 p.m., seven hours after 

22 my shift begins. Even so, I probably mis the first break about 30 percent of the time. This 

23 usually occurs when morning medicatio (from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.) take longer than 

24 usual and it gets too late to take a br ak before the next round of medications, other 

25 scheduled duties, and then patient lunch , which can arrive anytime between 12 noon and 
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1 :00 p.m. Nurses need to be present fo patient lunches, especially if they have diabetic 

2 patients who have insulin requirements. A nurse might have as many as three diabetic 

3 patients, or potentially all five or six could e. 

4 11. When I take a rest break, I eave the floor and go to the break room. I am not 

5 required to carry my cell phone, but I alw ys do, so that the nurse covering my patients can 

6 call me if needed. About a third of the ime I will get a call from the covering nurse, or 

7 another staff member (HUC or charge nur ), with a question about my patients. 

8 12. I would say half of the nu ses on my shift take a morning break; the others 

9 don't even try. Some have told me it's n t fair for me to take a break when they are unable 

10 to. Taking rest breaks is much more diffi ult now that we are assigned five patients. Some 

11 nurses don't take rest breaks because the know it will mean working more overtime at the 

12 end of the shift. Others find it difficult to leave their patients. I wouldn't leave my patients 

13 to take a rest break if I felt they were not s fe. 

14 13. I never take a second rest reak during my shift. This is true for the other 

15 nurses in my unit as well. The charge se is aware that no one takes an afternoon rest 

16 break. There is no time to take a second st break when lunch is taken at 2:00 p.m. or 2:30 

17 p.m. At 3:00 p.m. the evening shift arri es to take report, and our shift ends at 3:30 p.m. 

18 After the shift ends we all work overtime o complete our day's charting. Previously, before 

19 the change in our patient load, we proba ly worked 15 minutes' overtime to complete our 

20 work. Taking meal and rest breaks and co ering breaks for others eventually means working 

21 more overtime at the end ofthe day. The nly way to remedy the situation would be to have 

22 more staffing and fewer patients assigned 

23 14. I rarely have downtime du 'ng my shift to take an "intermittent" break. Even 

24 taking a bathroom break can be difficult. Occasionally I might have a few minutes at the 

25 nurses' station when I can make a person phone call. I don't consider these rare intervals a 
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rest break. The purpose of a rest break is t refresh, and this is not refreshing. And I am still 

2 on duty watching for call lights. 

3 15. I don't recall receiving a y communications from management regarding 

4 taking rest breaks. The first day the "ne model" was implemented in our department, I 

5 asked the charge nurse to cover my patie ts so I could take a break. A manager who was 

6 present told me I could do that this one t me, but I shouldn't get in the habit of asking the 

7 charge nurse to cover for me. I have bee told by charge nurses that it is not fair for me to 

8 take a break when others can't get theirs. There is a clear policy that nurses should take a 

9 meal break or document why they are una le to. 

10 16. When nurses miss breaks t ey get worn down and eventually get sick more 

11 frequently. We feel overworked and m rale goes down. Nurses can be too tired to pay 

12 proper attention to their charting and som data may not get entered. Nurse fatigue can also 

13 result in instructions not getting convey accurately to the incoming shift. All of these 

14 things can compromise patient safety. 

15 17. I think that the settlement greement between WSNA and Evergreen in this 

16 case is fair, and I am pleased with it avera I. My one reservation is that I will have to wait to 

17 see how the new procedures to ensure that we get our rest breaks will work once they are put 

18 into practice. 

19 18. I am surprised at how quic ly WSNA was able to settle this issue; I expected 

20 it to take much longer. 

21 19. I think WSNA has done a decent job of keeping members of the bargaining 

22 unit up to date on this issue. 

23 II 

24 II 

25 
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I declare under penalty of perjury nder the laws of the State of Washington that the 

2 foregoing statements are true and correct. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

SIGNED at 
l .·• \ r 1 ( 
~/(k(t..., d Was ington, this __ J __ day of February, 2011. 
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HONORABLE LAURA <;ENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
8 IN AND FORT E COUNTY OF KING 

9 WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

10 NO. 10-2-32896-3 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

P aintiff 
DECLARATION OF KAREN 
AZIZKETNER 

Karen Aziz Ketner declares and s tes as follows: 

1. I am employed as a regist red nurse ("RN") at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

Center ("Evergreen") and make the folio ng statements based on my personal knowledge. 

2. I have been an RN since 1 8; my employment at Evergreen began in 200 I. 

work in the Comprehensive Procedure Ce There are about 14 RNs in our unit. 

work a day shift, from 9:00a.m. to 5:30 p. 

3. In CPC we have a mobil team, we service inpatients with gastrointestinal 

issues, and we do outpatient care. We in e medications, blood, fluids- everything except 

chemotherapy. The work our unit does to ches the whole hospital. 
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4. In my unit everyone prett much always gets their rest and meal breaks, 

2 because we have 1 to 2 float nurses to giv breaks. On the rare occasion one of us does not 

3 get a break, but that usually only happens hen it is extremely busy. When that happens the 

4 charge nurse is aware of it based on the dai y assignment sheet. 

5. As local unit chair, I have eard from other nurses in our bargaining unit that 5 

6 in some other units at Evergreen, such the ER., Critical Care, and Home Health nurses 

7 have a hard time getting their rest breaks. 

8 6. Missed meal breaks are recorded by entering a special code in our 

9 computerized time system, Laborworks. We can't put in for a missed rest break on this 

10 system. 

11 7. When I take a rest break, I allowed to leave the unit. I am not required to 

12 bring a cell phone or pager with me on my 

13 

14 

15 

8. 

9. 

10. 

I don't recall ever seeing a r st break policy from Evergreen. 

When nurses miss their re t breaks there is a profound impact on critical 

16 thinking, nursing judgment and patient sa£ ty. 

17 11. I think that the settlement reement between WSNA and Evergreen in this 

18 case is reasonable and fair. WSNA w s very objective in their representation of our 

19 bargaining unit 

20 

21 

12. 

13. 

I think this case was settled n a very timely manner. 

I think WSNA has done an excellent job of keeping members of the 

22 bargaining unit up to date on this issue thr ugh mailings, email communication, and updates 

23 in meetings. 

24 II 

25 II 

26 
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I declare under penalty of petjury der the laws of the State of Washington that the 

2 foregoing statements are true and correct. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

i/1 L .Jd"' j ;·7tA SIGNED at f'-!Jt&Y£4{.A,__r Was ington, this --'---~_day of February, 2011. 
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HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
8 IN AND FORTH COUNTY OF KING 

9 WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

10 NO. 10-2-32896-3 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 dfb/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

Pia ntiff 

De fen 

Linda Alford declares and states as 

DECLARATION OF LINDA 
ALFORD 

1. I am employed as a registe d nurse ("RN") at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

Center ("Evergreen") and make the followi g statements based on my personal knowledge. 

2. I have been an RN for about 12 years; I have been with Evergreen for about 6 

and a half years. I work in PCU (Progre sive Care Unit), but for most of my time with 

Evergreen I worked in OSNO (Ortho Spin Neuro and Oncology) in the silver tower. There 

are about 12 RNs in PCU on my shift. In SNO when I was there, there were about 14 RNs 

on my shift. I work a night shift now, from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. 

3. In PCU I deal with high a uity cardiac and stroke patients that are being 

monitored. 
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4. In PCU we pretty regularly get our rest and meal breaks, but in OSNO, I 

2 almost never got a rest break, and when I w charge nurse in OSNO I hardly got my meal or 

3 rest breaks mainly because of the sheer aunt of work the nurses have in that unit. In 

4 OSNO there was a lot of pressure on the ch ge nurse to make sure people took their breaks, 

5 but between the charge nurse duties and r solving other issues that would come up, it was 

6 often almost impossible to make sure every ne got breaks. When I was in OSNO they were 

7 starting to use the buddy system, but n es didn't feel safe taking a break and leaving 

8 another nurse with double the amount of pa ients. 

9 5. When I take breaks now I am not often interrupted. In OSNO, on the 

l 0 occasions that I did get a break, sometim I would eat my lunch while I charted because 

11 there was so much to do. 

12 6. Missed meal breaks are rec rded by entering it into the computerized time 

13 system. We aren't able to put in for a miss d rest break on this system. 

In CPU and in OSNO we ha en't taken intermittent breaks. 14 

15 

7. 

8. When nurses miss their rest reaks it causes anxiety; you can tell when a nurse 

16 hasn't taken breaks, they are flustered and ve a hard time focusing. It compromises your 

17 effectiveness, and your ability to rationali and to see the big picture. 

18 9. I think that the settlement cement between WSNA and Evergreen in this 

19 case is good, and that the changes this s ttlement will make at Evergreen will help staff 

20 morale. Given the circumstances, I think SNA did the best that they could representing 

21 our bargaining unit in this issue. 

22 10. I think WSNA has done a g djob of keeping members ofthe bargaining unit 

23 up to date on this issue. 

24 II 

25 II 
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I declare under penalty of perjury 

foregoing statements are true and correct. 

SIGNED at Y;.c:'Ykd. Was 

Declaration of Linda Alford - 3 
Case No. 10-2-32896-3 SEA 

der the laws of the State of Washington that the 

_\_!___:__day of February, 2011. 
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HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
8 IN AND FORT E COUNTY OF KING 

9 WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

I 0 NO. I 0-2-32896-3 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

Defe dant. 

DECLARATION OF 
GERRIANNE NICHOLLS 

Gerrianne Nicholls declares and s tes as follows: 

1. I am employed as a regis ered nurse ("RN") at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

19 Center ("Evergreen") and make the folio ing statements based on my personal knowledge. 

20 2. I became an RN . I started my employment as a staff nurse at 

21 Evergreen in September 2006. 

22 3. I work in the Oncology un· . I am a nationally certified Oncology nurse, 

23 (RN,OCN) I am also nationally certified o administer chemotherapy. I work day shift, 7:00 

24 a.m. to 3:30p.m. My position is .6 FTE. My shift is a stable 2 week cycle. The first week I 

25 work Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and t en Sunday, Thursday and Friday into the second 

26 week. 
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4. The Oncology unit takes care of very sick cancer patients who require 

2 extensive medical care. In addition to pr iding post-operative and medical care, Oncology 

3 RNs who are certified to administer ch motherapy, provide chemotherapy for acute in-

4 patient and out-patient populations at Ev rgreen Hospital. Some oncology patients require 

5 blood transfusions. The nurJ€. ~i~ra io used to be 4 to I. It is now 5 to I or 6 to I. 

6 5. There is no system in pla e for scheduling rest breaks in my unit. I ask 

7 another nurse if they can watch my patient while I take a rest break. 

8 6. When I take a rest break, bring my phone with me. I am almost always 

9 interrupted during my rest break. 

10 7. I am able to take a morning rest break about 20% of the time. I never have an 

11 opportunity to take an afternoon break. U ually, it is just too busy to take a rest break. There 

12 is always more work than you have time o do. If you take rest breaks, you can't complete 

13 your charting without working overtime. If you work too much overtime, your supervisor 

14 criticizes you for not getting your work do e. Some nurses clock out and finish charting "off 

15 the clock". 

16 8. Without rest breaks RNs e overly tired, more stressed, have Jess mental 

17 acuity, and are not able to take care ofthei nutritional needs. 

18 9. There is no way to report issed rest breaks, so I don't get paid for my missed 

19 rest breaks. 

20 10. I think that the settlement agreement between WSNA and Evergreen in this 

21 case is absolutely fair. Recently, everyth ng WSNA has done for the RNs is positive. They 

22 do a good job of representing the bargaini g unit. I was surprised how fast WSNA was able 

23 to settle this issue. I am concerned, t ugh, that Evergreen will not make the staffing 

24 changes necessary for RNs to get their res breaks. 

25 

26 
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11. I received emai1s and flye s that WSNA sent to keep me up to date on the 

lawsuit. 

I declare under penalty of perjury 

foregoing statements are true and correct. 

SIGNED at ~:J t(uJ. 
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HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
8 IN AND FORT E COUNTY OF KING 

9 WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

10 NO. 10-2-32896-3 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

PI intiff, 

Defen ant. 

DECLARATION OF 
CHRISTEN BINGAMAN 

Christen Bingaman declares and st es as follows: 

1. I am employed as a regist red nurse ("RN") at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

19 Center ("Evergreen") and make the followi g statements ba.'>ed on my personal knowledge. 

20 2. I have been a staff nurse a Evergreen since I became an RN in September 

21 1998. 

22 3. I work in Progressive Care nit (PCU). I work days, on 12 hour shifts. I 

23 work on a 2 week rotating schedule. One eek I work Sunday, Wednesday and Thursday, 

24 the following week I work Tuesday, Frida and Saturday. My position is .9 FTE. 

25 

26 
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4. All PCU patients are acute c re. They are all on heart monitors. The patients 

2 are suffering from heart failure, heart atta ks, strokes and other very serious issues. Our 

3 patient to nurse ratio is supposed to be 3 to , but a lot of times it is 4 to 1. 

4 5. In PCU, there isn't a system o schedule or take rest breaks. If I feel I am able 

5 to take a rest break, I ask another nurse to c ver for me. 

6 6. I bring my phone with me hen I take a rest break. I often get interrupted 

7 during my rest break to answer questions o report on a patient. If it is an urgent situation, I 

8 go back to the unit. 

9 7. I take my first and second r st breaks about 50% of the time. I almost never 

10 take a third rest break. Sometimes it is ju t too busy to take a rest break. The acuity of the 

11 patients in PCU makes it very difficult, i not impossible, to hand off patients to another 

12 nurse who also has patients with the same uity. 

13 8. Nurses who don't get to t e rest breaks become fatigued and could make 

14 mistakes that affect patient care. 

15 9. The process in place to rep rt missed rest breaks, is to let the charge nurse 

16 know if you are not getting your breaks in timely manner. In the past I have tried to report 

17 missed rest breaks to a supervisor. I was t ld that I am only paid for missed meal breaks, not 

18 missed rest breaks and that I should have en my rest break. 

19 10. I was surprised and glad wh n I heard about the settlement agreement between 

20 WSNA and Evergreen. The settlement sounds fair to me. WSNA does a good job 

21 representing me and my coworkers. I am impressed with how quickly WSNA was able to 

22 reach a settlement. 

23 11. WSNA has kept me up to ate on the lawsuit. I have received flyers in the 

24 mail over the course of the lawsuit. 

25 

26 
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I declare under penalty of perjury u der the laws of the State of Washington that the 

2 foregoing statements are true and correct. 

3 
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6 
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10 
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13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
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SIGNED at \6rlLtiU.J .. wash ngton, this 
·~ 

\I day of February, 2011. 
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HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

1N THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND FOR COUNTY OF KING 

WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL !'viED I CAL CENTER, 

P aintiff 

Erica Hall declares and states as fi 11ows: 

NO. 10-2-32896-3 

DECLARATION OF ERICA 
HALL 

1. I am employed as a regis red nurse (''R.JV') at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

19 Center ("Evergreen") and make the follo ·ng statements based on my personal knowledge. 

20 2. I started my employment a staff nurse at Evergreen when I became an RN 

21 three and a half years ago. I have been a barge nurse for about the last 2 years. 

22 3. I work in the Oncology un · . I work day shift, 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. My 

23 position is .6 FTE. 

24 4. Oncology patients general y range from moderate to high acuity. They have 

25 multiple problems and many various m ical issues. We administer chemotherapy to some 

26 patients which requires the nurse to close monitor the patient's condition. 
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1 5. There is not a system for 'ng breaks in my unit. We just ask another nurse 

2 to cover for us. This "system" does notal ys work. 

3 6. When I take a rest break r meal break I bring my phone with me. I don't 

4 believe it is possjb]e for the nurse coverin for my break to be responsible for my cell phone 

5 and their phone and do their work at the 

6 7. I take a morning rest break about SO% of the time. I take an afternoon break 

7 about 25% of the time. Sometimes it is just too busy to take a rest break. Sometimes, I 

8 would rather get my charting done than e a break. I don't like to have to stay late in order 

9 to finish my work. 

10 8. cause nurses need to be able to rest and refresh 

11 their minds. Rest breaks relieve stress. 

12 9. There is no process in pi e to report missed rest breaks, therefore I do not 

13 report or get paid for my missed rest bre s. 

14 10. I think that the settlement agreement between WSNA and Evergreen 1n this 

15 case sounds fair. WSNA has done a goo job representing me and the bargaining unit. I am 

16 pleased with how fast WSNA was able to settle this issue. I believe Evergreen has to be held 

17 accountable to ensure RNs get their rest b eaks. 

18 11. WSNA has kept me up to 1e on this issue. I received emails and flyers over 

19 the course of the lawsuit. 

20 12. I attended the January 13 Unity Dinner where we discussed the rest break 

21 lawsuit and I thought it was awesome. 

22 II 

23 // 

24 II 

25 II 

26 
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13 
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16 

17 
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19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

I declare under penalty of perjury 

foregoing statements are true and correct. 

SIGNED at LJ • ~a 
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der the laws of the State of Washington that the 

·ngton, this f 1""' day of February. 2011. 

Erica Hall 
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Sue Dunlap RN 4325-512-9709 p.2 

HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STAn: OF WASHINGTON 
8 IN AND FORT ~ COUNTY OF KING 

9 WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

10 NO. 10-2-32896-3 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 dfb/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

Sue Dtmlap declares and states as 

DECLARA TlON OF SUE 
DUNLAP 

1. I am employed as a regis red nurse ("RN") at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

19 Center ("Evergreen") and make the follo ·ng statements based on my personal knowledge. 

20 2. I have been an RN since 1985. I have been employed by Evergreen as a 

21 Home Health RN since August, 2002. 

22 3. I work in Home Health S ices. I work day shift, 8:00a.m. to 5:30p.m. My 

23 position is 1 FTE. I work Monday lhrou Friday for three weeks then the fourth week I 

24 work Saturday and have a day off during the week. 

25 

26 

4. Each morning I receive a ist of patients to see that day. I call the patients and 

schedule the appointments. I am allow 
Dec:laration of Sue Dunlap - 1 
Case No. 10-2-32896-3 SEA 
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Sue Dunlap RN 4325-512-9709 p.3 

I documentation for t..-ach repeat patient. I I am assigned a new patient I am allowed 3 hours 

2 for travel, patient care and documentation 

3 5. There is no system for t g breaks in my department. I am supposed to be 

4 able to take rest breaks in between seeing atients, but it never works out that way. I feel like 

5 I am constantly trying to catch up with m scheduled appointments. If a patient's care takes 

6 longer than expected or I get stuck in . tc, I have to make up the time in order to be on 

7 time for my other appointments. 1 was t ld by a supervisor, that if I stopped for gas and to 

8 usc the bathroom, that counted as a rest b 

9 

10 

6. 

7. 

I do not take any rest bre 

Home Health nurses do out like RNs who work in the 

11 hospital. We record each patient appoin ent on a computerized calendar system. There is 

12 no process in place to report missed rest aks or missed meal breaks. I do not get paid for 

I 3 missed rest breaks or missed meal breaks. 

14 8. [think that the settlement agreement between WSNA and Evergreen in this 

15 case sounds wonderful. I am happy with the way WSNA represents me an my coworkers. I 

16 am ecstatic with the time frame in which W~'NA was able to settle this issue. This is a real 

17 win for RNs. 

18 9. WSNA has kept me info ed on this issue. I received emails and flyers with 

19 updates and heard about the settlement b email from WSNA. 

20 I declare under penalty ofpeJjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 

21 foregoing statements are true and correct. 

22 

23 

24 

SIGNED at ,jftir .!h z '/ tu W hington, this I ?.fi day of february, 2011. 

25 

26 
7 Sue Dunlap 
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8 

HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND FORT E COUNTY OF KING 

WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
9 ASSOCIA TTON, 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

Pl intiff, 

Audrey Clark declares and states as follows: 

NO. 10-2-32896-3 

DECLARATION OF AUDREY 
CLARK 

1. l am employed as a regist red nurse ("RN") at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

Center ("Evergreen") and make the followi g statements based on my personal knowledge. 

2. I have been an RN at Eve green for over 12 years. I work in the Family 

Maternity Center ("FMC"). I generally c re for labor, post-partum, or anti-partum patients, 

and I also work as a triage nurse in the dep ent. 

3. I work a 12 hour day shift i 

4. When I started at Evergre n we seemed to always get our breaks in FMC. 

Within the last few years, however, it see s like my coworkers and I have missed our rest 

breaks more frequently. I have heard tha the 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. shift nurses have problems 
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getting their breaks regularly in FMC. I w uld say I usually get my rest and meal breaks, but 

2 when I do miss a break I am not paid for at time and the attitude of management is that it's 

3 up to me to make sure I get my breaks. 

4 5. Labor nurses have a 1 to 1 atient ratio, so we usually get our breaks, unless 

5 there is a critical patient and we don't hav enough staff available to cover for breaks. Post-

6 partum nurses currently use the buddy syste to take rest breaks. 

7 6. When I do miss a rest break I report it to the charge nurse. They will usually 

8 just say "sorry," but that's about it. 

9 7. We don't take intermittent eaks in my unit; we take 15 minute block breaks. 

I 0 If I am interrupted during my rest break wi a call, I usually send the call to the nurse who is 

11 covering for me; otherwise, I will tell m ement and try to take the remainder of my break 

12 later on in my shift. 

13 8. I believe that rest breaks are "mportant for nurses. I think that a nurse's clarity 

14 can be diminished if she or he misses their r st breaks. 

15 9. I think that the settlement 1reement between WSNA and Evergreen in this 

16 case is great, and that it is fair for all p ies. I trust that WSNA made this settlement 

17 agreement with our best interests in mind, d I trust WSNA to represent my coworkers and I 

18 on this issue and in general. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

10. I think that WSNA was able o reach this settlement remarkably quickly. 

I declare under penalty of petjury der the laws of the State of Washington that the 

foregoing statements are true and correct. 

SIGNED at )?.tv- k l G.AaJ W hington, this If 'itt day of February, 2011. 
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7 

HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
8 IN AND FORT E COUNTY OF KING 

9 WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

10 NO. 10-2-32896-3 
PI intitf, 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

v. 
DECLARATION OF LINDA 
MORRILL STERRITT 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

Linda Morrill Sterritt declares and tates as follows: 

1. I am employed as a regist red nurse ("RN") at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

19 Center ("Evergreen") and make the follow ng statements based on my personal knowledge. 

20 2. My employment at Evergr en began in September 1997. I have been an RN 

21 since 1994. I work in the Emergency Roo (''ER"). 

22 3. There are approximately 14 RNs working in the ER on my shift. I work 

23 evening shift, 2:00 p.m. to 2:30a.m. My sition is a .9 FTE. 

24 4. ER patients vary greatly in acuity. Generally, the nurse to patient ratio in the 

25 ER is 1 to 4 in the higher acuity area and 1 to 7 in the lower acuity area. 

26 
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5. I am not aware of any poli y for taking breaks in my Wiit. When I want to 

2 take a rest break or meal break there mu be a float RN on staff in order for me to get my 

3 break. A float RN is normally scheduled, ut if there is a sick call that float RN would not be 

4 available and therefore I would not get my rest or meal breaks. 

5 

6 

6. 

7. 

When I take a rest or meal reak I do not bring my phone with me. 

I almost always get my me break and I get one 15-minute break about 25% 

7 ofthe time. If I take my first 15 minute br ak before IWich then I often do not get my lWich. 

8 8. In regards to how missed st and meal breaks are recorded, the charge nurse 

9 has a sheet with the rest and meal breaks · tten out that we are suppose to put an X over the 

1 0 applicable time increment if we get a rest or meal break. The RN covering for another RN 

11 can also mark it off. This paper time-trac ing system is used consistently. 

I have not been paid for my missed rest breaks. 12 

13 

9. 

10. If I miss my meal break let the charge nurse know and have not had a 

14 problem getting paid for my missed meal reak. 

15 11. An RN today and their wor ing environment is very stressful and challenging. 

16 Nurses not getting their rest and meal br aks is like rWining a marathon without getting a 

17 water break, you are just mentally and ph sically exhausted. 

18 12. I support this settlement an hope the hospital follows through. There must be 

19 policies in place to ensure RNs get their r t and meal breaks. 

20 13. I think that the settlement agreement between WSNA and Evergreen in this 

21 case is fair and that WSNA has fairly repr sented me and my coworkers. 

22 14. I think WSNA has done g od job of keeping members of the bargaining unit 

23 up to date on this issue. 

24 I attended the January 13th Unity inner, where we discussed the rest break lawsuit 

25 and the problems of the lack of rest bre 

26 
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26 

I declare under penalty of perjury der the laws of the State of Washington that the 

foregoing statements are true and correct. 

SIGNED at K~\K\0 Q'\0 Was ington, this f --:r yt..._ day of February, 2011. 
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HONORABLE LAURA GENE MIDDAUGH 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT ( F THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
8 IN AND FORTH~ COUNTY OF KING 

9 WASHINGTON STATE NURSES 
ASSOCIATION, 

10 NO. 10-2-32896-3 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

v. 

KING COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 
DISTRICT NO. 2 d/b/a EVERGREEN 
HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, 

Platntiff, 

Defendjmt. 

DECLARATION OF CYNTHIA 
COLLETI'E IN SUPPORT OF 
JOINT MOTINO TO APPROVE 
SETTLEMENT 

17 Cynthia Collette declares and states ;js follows: 

18 1. I am employed as a registe.fl~d nurse ("RN'') at Evergreen Hospital Medical 

19 Center ("Evergreen") and make the followin~ statements based on my personal knowledge. 

20 2. My employment at Evergree:~ began in July 1999. I have been an RN since 

21 1978. I work in the Maternal-Fetal Medicin ("MFM"). 

22 3. There are approximately 5 RNs working in the MFM department during my 

23 shift. I work day shift, 8:30a.m. to 5:00 p.rr ., but can also work from 7:30a.m. to 6:00p.m. 

24 My position is a .7 FTE. 

25 

26 

4. MFM patients are all high r sk diagnosis pregnant patients; therefore it's a 

LAW OFFICES OF 
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1 5. I am not aware of any fo al policy for taking rest or meal breaks in my 

2 department. My rest or meal break usually ccurs when our clinic shuts down between 12:00 

3 p.m. and 1 :00 p.m. If I miss my rest or me break I try to make it up at another time, but do 

4 not always get that chance. 

5 

6 

6. 

7. 

When I take a rest or meal ak I do bring my pager with me. 

If I miss a rest break there is no way to record that missed rest break, but I can 

7 record a missed meal break in Laborworkx. 

8 

9 

10 

8. 

9. 

I have not been paid for my · ssed rest breaks. 

Missed rest and meal bre 

patient. When I do not get my breaks I 

have a negative impact on both the RN and 

mentally and physically exhausted, therefore 

11 making it not possible for me to give my p 

12 10. I think that the settlement greement between WSNA and Evergreen is fair 

13 and that WSNA has fairly represented me d my coworkers. 

14 11. I think WSNA has done go d job of keeping members of the bargaining unit 

15 up to date on this issue. 

16 12. I attended the January 13th nity Dinner, where we discussed the rest break 

17 lawsuit and the problems of the lack of rest breaks. 

18 I declare under penalty ofperjury der the laws ofthe State of Washington that the 

19 foregoing statements are true and correct. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

SIGNED at t(,:Jelev.J It ~ay of February, 2011. 
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